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ABSTRACT1
In this position paper, we focus on the role of educators, consultants and user-centered designers in
presenting solutions to some of the major issues that the Arab world is facing recently in the field of
user-centered design. We try to set a working agenda for involving the user-centered design practices
through suggesting some practical solutions and applicable steps. Recommendations and propositions
suggested in this paper can be viewed as a remedial work plan for the presented issues.
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ARAB-HCI FUTURE AGENDA
The following suggested points of this short-term agenda spring from the observations noticed in
industry practices, academia, and the daily captures of technology use through the lens of specialists’
eyes. Most of the propositions are designated for changing management strategies and some are for
improving design guidelines.
Redefining the Value of a “Human Being”
In the middle of all the tornadoes crashing the MENA area politically and economically, there is a
desperate need to elevate the existing value of human beings and bring it up to its correct position.
Humans are the most precious resource in the world [1]. In realizing the importance of humanity,
appreciating people’s feelings and treasuring the value of human respect, there manifests the role of
human-centered design. We, as Arabs, are in dire need to re-define the meaning of human beings as a
vital element in any contextual eco-system. We need to renew our perception about the value of
human interactions, choices and emotions as essential source of data used to refine technologies,
sciences, production and services offered and used by human beings. It is in fact a difficult job to
redefine the value of human beings in the Arab world, especially under the same unfair governing
regimes. However, as an alternative, decision makers can make a difference. Responsible leaders and
advocates in educational institutions, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), social or community
activities, and corporations should start contributing to solve this challenge by putting their customers
at the heart of their strategies instead of achievements, revenues, sales, number of services presented,
or instead of satisfying the governmental parties. This is like sailing in the face of high tides, but who
else would pay attention to the process of re-framing the meaning and the value of human beings in
such societies? We need to consider people’s choices and interactions in order to create value by
lending them the power to feel important. We should be calling for the concept of “designing for
people” because they play the most significant role in every field. We should consider minorities and
marginalized societies because human beings are of top importance.
Teaching Decision Makers
It is inescapable to start implementing change in a structured way, usually top-bottom [2]. By
“change” we mean, believing in the process of re-defining the value of human beings as addressed in
the previous section. We mean putting the customer or the end user in the center of the core function
of any organization, and seeing them as the moving arm of revenue indicators. The believers of
change are the ones who can implement it, manage it and impose it. In the previously mentioned
organizations, usually strategists, policy and decision makers, leaders and managers are the ones who
influence people and apply change. In order to push the user-centered design approach and processes

into any system, some steps should be taken to shake the current stagnation and convince the decision
makers to ring the bells of emergency. Consultants, educators, chapters and activists should call for
such steps:
• Accepting the new compartmentalization in organizations. Business people should try to come to a
humble common standpoint where they accept the role of user-centered designers as the new
facilitator between them and the technology people. In fact, the risk that business people feel towards
the growing importance of user-centered design role in organizations is a major obstacle standing in
front of applying the right processes for improving the holistic customer experience and revenue for
such organizations.
• Strategists and executives should consider marginalized communities and 508 rules as main part of
any new product or service design
• Direct managers should empower the new user-centered design roles by granting ownership to
designers among the other team players working together on a project
• Applying the actual process of user-centered design approach by involving “genuine users”, instead
of being satisfied with some helpful comments from colleagues at work! No need for turnaround
solutions when choosing the end users for persona definition, user research or usability testing steps.
Between the folds of each user-centered design process implementation in organizations, there are
many attempts to resist change and rebound to the old approaches that ruin the essence of the whole
process and make implementation unfruitful. Here lies the importance of getting the buy-in of
decision makers who in turn propagate change and ensure execution in the whole teams they
supervise
Forming Design Committees by Evoking Participatory Design
In practice, we as educators and consultants should recommend and invite the industry management
community to create user-centered design committees for every project in every field, not just in
software industry. Such projects could be road construction plans, parking lots design, home or office
appliances and furniture, handheld devices and many other things that we use every day and it has
more than a room for improvement. The role of management is to allow such committees is to check
the proposed designs for usability, quality and user experience. Hence, we contribute to the gradual
improvement of services and products in our countries and maximize the business impact by applying
the concepts of user-centered design approach. Companies of different sizes, factories and
governmental organizations can adopt this recommendation and start forming the design quality
committees.
Spreading the awareness of user-centered design approach in industry is very essential and it is our
role to perform this awareness spread, not just by doing so among academics. There are different
ways to apply this, for example, by approaching some official entities to convince their leaders by
presenting the role of user-centered design in improving their reputation, quality, sales and eventually

their revenue. Such cooperation could also be with ministries, syndicates, governmental or
supervisory industrial entities, controlling or monitoring associations and NGOs.
The hope for reaching democracy and inclusion in the Arab world can start from participatory design
in work environments. In 2010, Björgvinsson and Hillgren state that
“Democratic innovation is currently defined by management and innovation research, which
claims that innovation has been democratized through easy access to production tools and
lead-users as the new experts driving innovation” [3].
The idea here is to include and integrate the concept of design committees with participatory design.
This creates a guiding umbrella for the employees who are participating in the dynamic process of
design with their end-users or customers. This makes it easy for participants (employees, designers
and customers) not to feel at a loss and enjoy the collaborative experience with confidence and
ownership.
.

Participatory design also entitles the inclusion of immigrants and refugees. Our humanitarian duty is
to involve them in designing solutions for the emerging challenges they may face in their new
environments, which could form the source of their pain. The most noble form of applying
technology lies in relieving suffer of such marginalized group of people and elevate the value of
human beings through user-centered designed tech-services.
Train Designers to Detach from Own Design
If we have a look at the professional UX design job posts of whatever announcing company, we may
find a unique and important requirement that we “as educators” should teach to our design students.
This requirement is a golden rule for the success of the user-centered design approach. It is teaching
the design students to train themselves to be neutral to the work they design and allow the end-users
to judge it, criticize it and suggest amendments without any hard feelings. Biased designers, who turn
to be defensive to their designs when criticized, are not going anywhere and will have no chance to
learn from their mistakes or to improve the design in general. This trait is very attached to ones’ ego
and at the same time, it affects the behavior of holding the responsibility and the accountability of the
design work. Therefore, it takes educators some effort to know the insights, the impact and the details
of how to teach it well to their students to produce professional neutral and objective designers to the
market.
Designers’ Role in Improving Readability
In nowadays world, we as Arabs write in many different dialects, colloquial, official language,
Franco-Arab, numeric or symbolic representations and sometimes mix of languages in the very same
sentence. Maybe the pace or the rhythm of life became very fast that we write many things that are
not so meaningful or even understandable.

As designers, we have the opportunity to unify the way we use the language - in our designs- to make
readable stuff very simple, direct, expressive, meaningful and easily understandable by any Arabic
person in the 22 Arabic countries. In the processes of design review and design testing, we have to
ask the end-users about the percentage of understandability of the text or the content we write.
Sometimes the wordiness is very confusing, does not deliver the right message or does not indicate
the correct action to be taken. Readability is critical to guide the user correctly in the right direction.
Considering readability in design testing is very vital for the success of the presented design.
Icons: Commit to Canonicals
A famous mistake of some innovative designers is to design signs, icons and symbols that they think
they look new, creative and attractive. However, in fact, they are non-understandable for end-users.
There is a very common set of signs, symbols and icons for almost every action or meaning used
online. The best practice is to stick to the commonly designed icons that are well known,
understandable and widely accepted, which we call “canonical icons”. The reason behind this
suggestion is removing any annoying distractions away from the user eyes, in order to improve the
percentage of understanding what you try to visually present on the screen. Do not try to hinder the
way from the eye to the brain of the user with unnecessary stuff, where innovation might be harmful
or at least non-functional. We, as educators, should train our design students on how to find and use
the canonical icons with high confidence rate that these icons represent the meaning should be
reflected. WE also have to train design students to be open to see how users react to the usage of
these icons in the time of testing. What about things that do not have a canonical icon? We also have
to teach our students how to create a canonical icon during user-research sessions and usability
testing rounds.
Be Aware of Fads and Design Trendy Trends
It is always eye catching to follow the fads of design trends, but the point here is to create awareness
on when and how to use them, whether they are understandable, usable, fitting for the users’ age and
eye capabilities or distracting and confusing. Sometimes such trending designs never match the
human mental model expectations and are usually out of the usability comfort zone. For example, the
use of pie chart has always been a convenient idea to express what is left and what is consumed from
a mobile bundle visual representation. The rising wave of using another spiral shape or multi-layered
circles appeared to be (in usability testing) very confusing and even consuming more time for the user
to understand what is going on. This example is just to show the concept of being very aware of using
design fads that might end up causing usability issues. We always say, “Testing, Testing, then
Testing!”

Challenge: Too Many Annoying Ads
This section represents one of the fads we’d like to point at, which is the floating videos and
advertisements. When a user is reading an article and this annoying animation is moving over the
corner of the reader’s eyes, and removing such annoying videos becomes impossible, the user might
easily leave the page and search for the information somewhere else. This is very crucial, however,
used a lot nowadays in uncountable number of websites (web or mobile views). Using such trending
way of advertisement, even if these videos are the only source of income to the website owner, form a
real issue that might lead to a counter effect. Such design probably goes against the usability
heuristics and user-centered design guidelines.
CONCLUSIONS
In this simple agenda, we have presented a set of propositions and recommendations for the usercentered design academics, advocates and professionals to address some of the issues in the Arab
world. These propositions are executable steps and can be translated directly to a “to-do list” for the
agenda. The link between the suggested recommendations is the role of educators to spread the
awareness among students, and the role of consultants to assist professionals apply the science of
user-centered design approaches in their management strategies.
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ABSTRACT
This position paper addresses the sociocultural differences between the producers and users of global
user interfaces and the influence of these differences on the usability and design of such interfaces.
The paper specifically considers the adaption of predictive models to reflect culture preferences during
early development phases. An Arabic perspective is briefly examined to evaluate the potential of this
approach.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and models; Empirical studies in HCI.
KEYWORDS
Culture; predictive models; usability evaluation; GOMS; keystroke-level model.
INTRODUCTION
Culture is defined as the common attitudes, behaviours, and values that are shared by groups of people
[14]. These characteristics influence the way people interact with computers. Typically, software
designs follow Western cultural cues, resulting in a contextual gap when that software is handled
or used by those from cultures other than Western cultures. Therefore, product design that is global
should consider the varied cultures that may impact user interaction with interfaces. This problem
is becoming more relevant as the majority of software development is dominated by the United
States and the resulting software is typically shipped and/or used internationally. However, although
adapting interfaces to cultural preferences is an important factor, it is rarely considered due to cost
and time constraints.

Working Towards Culturally Sensitive Predictive Models
Several prior studies investigated the impact of culture on the process of evaluating the usability of
software (e.g. [12, 15]). This position paper aims to discuss the ways in which culture can impact the
design and usability evaluation of computer systems via predictive models. It uses the goals, operators,
methods, and selection rules (GOMS) model to highlight the effect of cultural exclusion from model
designs and their application. The paper also touches on emerging human-computer interface (HCI)
cultural initiatives and the role they can play in refining models for Arab cultures.
PREDICTIVE MODELS AND CULTURE
Predictive models used in the field of HCI allow for human performance to be measured analytically
as a means of evaluating the usability of computer systems using low-fidelity prototypes and no actual
user participation [11]. Various human models are developed to describe a wide variety of knowledge
about people, i.e. computer users. Mechanical models consider frameworks of human behaviour that
include human-information processing [7]. A set of techniques collectively referred to as the GOMS
model are based upon the model human processor (MHP), which predicts the performance of short
tasks such as keystroke speed or mental preparation [5, 6].
The main goal of the GOMS model is to simplify users’ interactions into isolated tasks that can
be described through four elements: user’s goals (what the user wants to achieve), operators (basic
actions that need to be performed), sub-goals (as methods), and selection rules (to select among
methods) [8]. The decomposition of the goal between the overall task and the unit tasks and basic
actions involves a detailed understanding of users’ problem-solving strategies and application domain.
This is conceivably affected by users’ behaviour patterns, attitudes, and values (i.e. culture).
Geert Hofestede is one of the most influential researchers in cross-cultural studies [9]. His research
categorises dimensions of culture into five dimensions: power distance, individualism/collectivism,
masculinity/femininity, uncertainty avoidance, and short-term/long-term orientation. Power distance
is defined as "the extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and organizations within a
country expect and accept the power that is distributed unequally" and is arguably the main artefact
of cultural exclusion in predictive modelling. The rest of this section considers the impact of powerdistance on high-level goals and basic actions that need to be performed to achieve a goal (operators)
in the context of user interfaces.
The impact of culture on high-level goals is influenced by the culture of the developer of the model
and their understanding of the users’ high-level goals. Application designers and developers are often
localised to certain regions, and their representation of what users want to achieve likely reflects their
personal behaviour patterns and attitudes. This representation is thus localised to the culture of the
developer and does not properly reflect the globalisation of computer products. This gap symbolizes
the power-distance between designer and user, where culturally sensitive behaviours and attitudes
are modelled from the developer’s perspective and not from those of the interface’s users.

Working Towards Culturally Sensitive Predictive Models
Operators consider the time it takes a users to perform a basic task, be it perceptual, cognitive, or
physical (i.e. motor based). The keystroke-level model (KLM) is one of the simpler techniques modelled
by GOMS, which computes the time it takes to perform a basic task based on the summation of the
unit times for each operator [5]. The unit times for each operator are collected from users, commonly
experts in the application domain, who are familiar with the hardware set-up. Users’ background and
culture is rarely addressed, and the impact of background and culture on unit time is never considered.
KLM has been repeatedly modified to address domain needs and post-WIMP interfaces (e.g. [1, 10]).
Accessibility design have also been used to refine KLM, albeit rarely, to examine the needs of visually
impaired users (e.g. [2]) and individuals with motor disabilities (e.g. [13]). Despite these efforts, KLM
and its enhancements exclude cultural differences, normalising unit times to a subset of users who
commonly represent a single culture. This further exemplifies the power-distance between normalised
values and unrepresented cultures.
ARAB CULTURE
HCI remains in its infancy in Arab societies, and only recently have several initiatives been established
to connect HCI researchers and practitioners in the Arab world (e.g. arabhci.org). Contextually, cultural
concerns in Arab countries include the collectivistic nature of the region and the influence of religion
and the prevalent normative lifestyle [3]. The population considered Arab has a diverse background
in terms of religion, ethnicity, and linguistics. The effect of demographic changes across this region is
ripe with cross-cultural research opportunities that lend themselves to advancing the adaptability of
usability evaluations for various cross-cultural situations.
Users from Arab countries do not interact with interfaces in the same way as their Western
counterparts [4]. This difference can be due to various reasons, such as different levels of exposure
to various technologies and differences in capabilities or motivations. These difference are similarly
exhibited in the mental models that users develop based on their past experiences and interactions.
This, of course, is a far cry from early tendencies in the HCI field to disembody users and mould
fit-for-all models. While leaps have been made towards embodiment, differences in culture remain an
issue due to the more rapid advancement of HCI in some areas compared to other areas (particularly
Arab regions).
Personal experience with Saudi Arabia’s cultural and religious constraints impact usability evaluations conducted at a segregated female campus. For instance, conducting user experiments with male
participants cannot be held on campus, and outside locations often need to be booked if males are to
participate in user experiments or tests. Another concern is the performance of male participants in
the presence of female evaluators and vice versa. Taking KLM as an example, does having a female
evaluator impact the performance of male participants when unit times of operators are tested and
recorded?

Working Towards Culturally Sensitive Predictive Models
CONCLUSION
The idea behind this discussion is to equip and refine existing predictive models with cultural sensitivity
or intelligence that would allow such models to be adjusted in terms of their variables and values to
the behaviour of other cultures.
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ABSTRACT1
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) have been ascribed high promises to
democratize, modernize, and revolutionize industries and societies. ICTs has undoubtedly changed
our society in profound ways, transcending time and place, and increasing digital mobility,
connectivity and speed. However, while various global phenomena have been identified across our
increasingly connected world, there are important differences between the countries. By reviewing
recent empirical studies, this short paper seeks to go beneath the hype, and explore what happens
when digital technologies are introduced into unstable or challenging socio-political settings (e.g.,
civil war, occupation, corruption, authoritative regimes, etc.). The aim is to synthesis and document
the role of ICTs, as well as the opportunities and limitations that digitalization has brought to the
Arab world, specifically Palestine. With an eye to the future, the paper distinguishes between the
possible and implausible futures for Palestinian technological innovations.
KEYWORDS
Technological innovations; the Arab world; conflict; sustainability; Palestine; Entrepreneurship;
INTRODUCTION
Technological innovations have often been portrayed as devices that can bring about social change
and solve the various societal issues currently encountered across different countries (e.g., growing
elderly population, unemployment, political conflicts, poor literacy, woman’s rights, refugee crises,
etc.). Early idealizations portray the internet-mediated networked communities as timeless and
placeless [4]. Indeed, digital technologies have brought into existence a new digital space that is
both everywhere and nowhere; both fixed in distinctive digital location, yet accessible from
anywhere [13]. This has brought about, among other, new industries and forms of employment,

for example ‘digital labour’, work with manipulation of data which can be done from anywhere,
complicating the relationship between workers and place, distance and time.
This short paper aims to initiate a discussion about the role that information and communication
technologies (ICTs) have played in the Arab world. By reviewing briefly recent studies of
technologies introduced across the middle east, the paper discusses the question: to what extent
have digital technologies introduced in the region led, or contributed to, a meaningful and
sustainable socio-political change. Various scholars remind us that technologies are neither neutral
and open, nor closed and exclusive [5]. To better understand the impact of digital technologies, we
have to study them within their socio-historical, political and economic context [8, 24].
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE ARAB WORLD
The Arab world refers to 22 Arab states which, in spite of various differences, has several
commonalities beside a shared culture, namely the aftermath of a colonial history. Major geopolitical
issues, such as civil wars, border conflicts, or popular uprisings, have left the region in turmoil [19].
Considering these contextual circumstances, there has been a strong tendency to view technologies
as devices that can emancipate the region from the local, pollical and cultural challenges. The use of
blogging and/or social media has produced alternative online public spaces. These online spaces have
been described as equalizing spaces, allowing equal debates between men and woman about critical
topics [14]. They have also been described as “alternative public spaces”, allowing the production
and dissemination of counter-narratives, critiquing governments and challenging the official and
dominant state-controlled narrative [3, 14]. Nevertheless, in spite of the production of
‘counterpublics’ [4], we are cautioned toward the ambivalent and paradoxical role that social media
can play in the public sphere, providing platforms to challenge authoritative power, but also
producing increased control and governance [4, 18]. Thus, while local actors and activists have
learned to leverage social media, autocratic regimes cultivate information management strategies,
controlling and surveilling these social movements [14].
We have seen an increasing use of the internet as a platform for ‘cyber activism’ and the use of social
media as a tool for mobilizing social movements [18, 29]. The use of social media during the Arab
Spring, have brought about high hopes regarding the potential power that these technologies can
have in increasing democracy [3, 14, 16, 29]. At times, technologies have shown the potential to
challenge existing cultural practices and religious norms, as is the case with, for example,
matchmaking technologies challenging the traditional arranged marriage in Saudi Arabia [2]. Other
times, these norms and traditions remain unchallenged online, as is the case with photo sharing in
the Arab gulf, where people still respected the culture norms and religious traditions online [20].
Technologies have also shown the possibility to be adapted differently to cultural contexts beyond
their original intention. For example, the use of social media by Qatari women to monitor and protect
others [23], and Smartphones which have been transformed into harassment or violence protection

devices for women [21, 24]. Other technologies have been seen as enabling devices; allowing, among
others, protection and integration. For instance, the introduction of computer clubs and various
digital platforms to help refugees integrate in their new country and provide access to information
related to public life [30]. Similarly, technologies have also been seen as having the power to unit
people, as in the case of design probes used to facilitate the creation of a collective identity amongst
young people from Lebanon [6]. Technologies are introduced not only into the political and social
domain, but also the educational domain, where these have been viewed as devices that can promote
education [17] and combat poor literacy [22].
“ICT represents one of the very few hopeful developments
in an otherwise hopeless situation. The question is
whether this momentum can be maintained, because ICT
is under pressure from many different sources, internal
and external” [15, para 12].
Facts:
According to the Palestinian Information
Technology Association (PITA), there are currently
more than 250 ICT related companies, with a market
size of $500,000,000, contributing to 12% of
Palestinian
GDP
(http://home.pita.ps/wp/en/home/).
Each year 19 additional startups are created,
resulting in a 34 percent growth rate in startup
creation since 2009 [28].

THE PROMISES OF TECHNOLOGY IN PALESTINE
The quote on the left illustrates the high hopes that are ascribed to technology, and the challenging
political conditions on the ground. Technology has been seen as a driver of a ”borderless world”,
opening countries for external investments, influences and expertise [25]. This is particularly
significant in the Palestinian context, where different types of borders (e.g., walls, roadblocks,
checkpoints, posts) are spread across the occupied territory, limiting the flow of people, goods,
products, money, etc. In contrast to physical products, digital products are ‘free’ as they can bypass
physical checkpoints, metal detectors, roadblocks, and soldiers [8], and reach the global world. The
technological sector is viewed as the only sector with the ability to grow under the current conditions
of the Israeli occupation [12]. While the Palestinian high-tech sector is still in its infancy an
increasing number of new initiatives have been established rapidly in the past few years, with the
hope that Palestine will become a player in the global digital economy (see Facts box on the left).
Palestinian entrepreneurs and investors have strong faith in technology, viewing it as having the
power to help Palestinians build a stable and semi-independent economy [8-9]. Amongst the many
promises that are ascribed to technologies, are job creation, modernization, democratization,
empowerment, and economic viability [25]. The emerging tech start-up scene in Palestine is fast
gaining grounds, and technology is viewed as an enabler for making the case for Palestine as an
independent state [8, 26]. Common to these hopeful narratives is their technologically deterministic
character, where technologies are seen as powerful devices that can change the complex realities on
the ground.
TECHNOLOGY ON THE GROUND: OPPORTUNITIES AND LIMITS IN PALESTINE
Technologies have been introduced to a wide range of contexts in Palestine, bringing about new
possibilities. For example, the internet has provided a platform to produce and share testimonies
from those who experienced the Nakba (the massive Palestinian exoduses to the displaced
Palestinian diaspora) [4, 18], thus helping to preserve historical accounts and collective memories.
The internet has also been used as a medium to resist the Israeli occupation, using social media,
blogging, user-generated videos and images during the Gaza invasions, all of which has increased
awareness of the situation in Palestine and led to changing Israel’s public diplomacy [5]. Computer
clubs introduced in refugee camps, have enabled the emergence of social ties and integration across
the camp’s marginalized residents and the wider Palestinian population [1].

“As shown in the case of Palestine, accessing internet
appears to lead to the disabling, rather than enabling, of
political liberties and individual freedom. ‘Who owns’ the
infrastructures also affect how contents are managed and
disciplined, thus calling into question the de-politicization
of technologies at large.” [11, p. 260]

“Between 1995 and 2013, the United states has provided
more than US$4.5 billion for ICT projects alone in the
Palestinian Territories. Moreover, U.S. subsidiary firms
inside Israel- intel, Oracle and Microsoft-have been major
engines of ICT growth for Palestine” [25, p. 271].

However, studying practices online cannot be without juxtaposing them to offline practices and
realities [4, 29]. For example, refugees who use social media and acknowledge its power, exercise
caution as political content may endanger lives and the lives of those left behind (11). Indeed, content
published and/or shared online by Palestinian journalist and activists have been surveilled,
monitored and/or censored by Israeli security services, leading to the arrest and detention of an
estimate of 800 Palestinians since 2015 [11]. Thus, “while cyber-activism may provide a certain
amount of virtual mobility, it also puts activists back on the state’s radar” [26, p. 118]. It has,
therefore, been said that while technology has been seen as a driver of a “borderless world”, it has
brought about new forms of spatialities and bordering mechanisms, producing privileged places and
uneven developments [25].
As can be seen from the quote on the left, viewing technologies as a-political or democratizing
devices is rather simplistic, as these seem to reproduce and reinforce unequal distribution of
resources and power. If we look at the startup scene in Palestine, it might seem as if digital products
are free to travel outside Palestine. However, in practice, they are always routed through Israel,
which still retains control over all high-tech and telecommunication infrastructures in Palestine [9,
25]. Furthermore, Palestinians do not have access to many global payment and distribution
platforms (e.g., iOS App Store, PayPal and Amazon), severely restricting the internal and crossborder movement of digital flow and financial capital [8]. Thus, “the promise of technology to
equalize (global) economic relations, modernize society, empower women, or digitally connect youth
have not challenged the underlying structures of oppression” [25, p. 264]. Therefore, while
technology has the remarkable ability to transcend borders, visiting Palestine may involve security
procedures, which may include a “thorough perusal of your checked luggage, security scan…[or] pat
down, sometimes with your pants pulled down” (www.visitpalestine.tech). The power imbalances
existing in the offline space, manifests and re-instantiate themselves online, by providing some
privileged and denying others from technological access and pollical freedom [11].
With an eye to the future, the above reflections lead to the discussion regarding how sustainable
are these subtle changes that are brought about by technology in Palestine. As can be seen from the
quote on the left, the dependency of ICT projects on international donor assistant (e.g., U.S.
subsidiary firms) is rather high [26], undermining the Palestinian economy and blunting the efforts
of donors [10, p. 5]. Thus, while the introduction of internet brought about the promise of job
creation, projects funded by the U.S., impose limitations on who to hire (i.e. experts from the U.S.)
and which equipment to buy (i.e., American equipment) [26]. This dependency clause on funders
leads to multiplicity of uncoordinated donor programs, overwhelming the already weak institutions
of a recipient country, resulting in administrative and managerial problems (e.g. corruption) and
inhibiting long-term strategic technological developmental agenda [10]. While these donations are
supposed to be temporary form of aid [7, p. 17], there are neither signals indicating the end of
occupation nor foreign aid donations.

The instability and lack of continual technological initiatives and investments, raises the question
whether the potential powers of technology are temporal or limited? It has been said that we are
bearing “witness to massive fragmentations of landscape and the production of hermetic spaces and
territorial, legal, and technological islands” [27, p. 176]. It is perhaps still early to form a clear
conclusion about the impact of digital technologies on Palestine, or the Arab world. However, it is
clear that the rosy pictures painted in early writings about digital technologies increasing digital
interconnectedness and mobility no longer capture the much more complex realities and sociomaterial conditions on the ground. It is, therefore, important to study and document the way in
which digital technologies mediate practices that are deeply entangled in socio-material and political
circumstances.
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ABSTRACT
The rapid growth of Voice User Interfaces (VUIs) are an integral part of an individual’s everyday
routine. The global expansion of VUIs has heightened the significance of cultural contexts which
must be taken into consideration when VUI designers are building applications for a multicultural
audience. Despite the extensive amount of VUI studies and their connection with Automatic
Speech Recognition technologies (ASP), there is limited research focusing on the challenges of
VUIs from a socio-cultural and global perspective, which impact users from an Arab background
residing within the Arab states. This study explores a cultural context through the foundation of
the Arabic language. The results of two VUI investigations are also discussed. The study
emphasizes the significance of HCI research regarding the use of VUIs within the Arab
community, identifying future prospects for further investigation.
INTRODUCTION
Also known as conversational agents, intelligent or virtual personal assistants, the use of Voice
User Interfaces (VUIs) are the most recognized method of building communications with
computers [7]. With VUIs immersed within a range of marketable appliances, including laptops,
tablets, smart TVS, smartwatches and smartphones, the general public is regularly connecting and
communicating with VUIs. As reported by Mary Meeker’s 2016 annual internet trends report [3],
20% of mobile device web searches were voice orientated. There is also a growing use of VUI based
products specifically designed for domestic use. These include “smart speakers” or autonomous,
screenless voice gadgets, such as Google Home, Cortana by Microsoft, Alexa by Amazon and
HomePod by Apple. These devices have become an integral part of daily life with smart speakers
being the top home-based Internet of things (IoT).
In addition to the development of VUIs, computational linguistics has been the subject of
extensive research. This includes computational sociolinguistics and natural language processing
[6]. There have also been some studies on social and interactional subjects linked to VUIs (e.g., [5]).

KEYWORDS
Voice User Interfaces; Arabic language; Arab
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Table 1: Similarities and differences between
some varieties of Arabic for a simple sentence.
Variety
Literary Arabic in
Arabic script

I love reading a lot
ﻛﺛﯾرا
أﻧﺎ أﺣب اﻟﻘراءة
ً

Modern Standard

ʾana ʾuḥibbu‿l-qirāʾata

Arabic

kaṯīrā

Hijazi

ana marra aħubb algirāya

Gulf

ʔāna wāyed aħibb agrā

Tunisian

nħəbb năqṛa baṛʃa

Algerian

āna nħəbb nəqṛa bezzaf

Moroccan

ka nbɣi nəqṛa bezzaf

Egyptian

ana baħebb el-ʔerāya
awi

Mesopotamian

āni kulliš aħebb lu-

(Baghdadi)

qrāya

Yemeni/Sanaani

ˈʔana bajn aˈħibb el-

Arabic

geˈrāje ˈgawi

Libyan

ana nħəb il-ɡraːja halba

The objective of such studies is to progress the technological and design aspects of VUIs. Many of
existing VUI studies focus on VUI usage in Europe and USA, identifying the absence of users from
other countries. The majority of modern-day VUIs support the Arabic language. These include
Voice Typing and Voice Search by Google, Apple’s Siri and LG Smart TV Voice Search.
Nevertheless, empirical research focusing on the exploration of social, cultural and interactional
aspects of Arabic VUIs within the Arab states is severely lacking.
Arab land refers to a specific span of area from the Eastern Arabian Sea towards the Western
North African Atlantic coast towards the Northern Mediterranean Sea and finally to Central
Africa, based in the South. With this global scope, the creation and innovation of VUIs must
always take into consideration the influence of the Arabic language as a part of appreciating and
recognizing Arabic culture. As the official language in 26 states, Arabic is spoken by nearly 300
million people worldwide, making it one of the most globally used language, with the Middle East
and North Africa being the most dominant in terms of usage. There are three linguistic variations:
(1) Classical Arabic; (2) Modern Standard Arabic and (3) Colloquial or dialectal Arabic [1]. Assumed
to originate from before Islamic Arabia existed in the time of Abbasid Caliphate Arabic, Classical
Arabic is the language used in the holy book, the Quran. However, with the evolution of time,
Classical Arabic is no longer used in verbal or written form. With a foundation in Classical Arabic,
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) has become the linguistic practice of choice and applies many
traditional forms of vocabulary, omitting only words which are no longer regularly used. Used
within formal journals, media, governmental and business organizations, MSA also plays an
integral role within academic institutions, including schools and universities. Termed as a
macrolanguage, Arabic integrates 30 modern languages into its original format [4], whilst the
diverse use of nationally and regionally used languages forms the basis of colloquial or dialectal
Arabic. These dialectal variants within the Arab states is illustrated in Figure 1. There are many
MSA words that are absent in the colloquial or dialectal version of Arabic. In order to effectively
present this, Table 1 compares Arabic variations for the spoken sentence “I love reading a lot” [2,
9].

Figure 1: Arabic dialectal variations in the Arab nation (a map distributed under a CC-BY 3.0 license,
Wikipedia [8, 9].

The success rate of VUI within the Arab states is measured by the ability of VUIs to interpret the
vast range of spoken Arabic languages. Thus, it is important to establish the role VUIs can play in
overcoming communication challenges as well as identifying the ability of VUIs to integrate Arab
social and cultural contexts within their design process.
USER STUDIES

Figure 2: Interactions with Siri via a laptop.

In order to assess user experiences of Apple Siri, a case study was performed with Saudi participants,
speaking three forms of Arabic, working on a laptop and a mobile phone. The three languages were:
(1) Najdi Arabic: primarily spoken in the central and northern region of Saudi Arabia, and regions of
Qatar with a speaking population of around 10 million; (2) Hijazi Arabic: dominating in West Saudi
Arabia, along the Red Sea Coast, particularly in Makkah and Jeddah, with a total speaking
population of approximately six million; (3) Gulf Arabic: common on the Arabian Gulf coast with a
speaking population of approximately four million. The linguistic ability of the participants was split
as follows: 14 Najdi Arabic speakers, 13 Hijazi Arabic speakers and 10 Gulf Arabic speakers.
Four voice orientated tasks were completed by the 37 participants. Observations were conducted
during the use of voice assistant with specific focus on obstacles or communication problems.
Illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3 the review revealed that Siri was successful in interpreting the
user’s voice interaction, irrespective of any Arabic dialect variances. The reason for this could be
that specific keywords commonly used in MSA and dialectal Arabic were used in the tasks. Such
words include house and road when referring to direction to home, clock referring to asking for the
time, and appointment for organizing a meeting. The analytical outcomes revealed there were
instances where the natural language also caused technical challenges. For example, Siri did not
hear words correctly, misinterpreted participants’ contextual meanings, or simply did not translate
certain dialectal words.
The next study focused on Smart TV VUI with a sample market of 5 Arab children, aged between
5 and 7 years old. The participants were asked to make voice searches on a Smart TV for their
favorite animation movies. Each child conducted 3 voice search tasks. The children were instructed
to re-attempt searching for the movies if the search results were not relevant. The participants
were also told that the number of attempts is unlimited. The children received training on how to
launch the voice interface before performing the tasks. However, they were not educated on words
or accents that can easily be detected by the system. All the participants experienced the same
challenge: that of language processing. Out of the 15 conducted tasks, the system processed only
one voice search correctly in the first attempt by the users. The total number of correctly processed
voice searches was six for all attempts. The average number of attempts per participant before
giving up a task was seven. Figure 4 shows the Participant 1 (aged 5 years) searching for the “Girls’
School” children movie. She performed 10 voice searches and the system always misheard her
utterance. Having tested the system using the researcher’s own voice and the same terminology
used by the child participant, the researcher’s words were easily recognized. Therefore, some of the
natural language processing problems that occurred in the tests could be linked to the children’s
speaking style.

Our investigation has focused on specific Arabic spoken language formats and their interaction
with selected VUIs. The Arab nation is immersed in a range of diverse social culture with an array
of communities and social status. The Arabic language is a single representation of the diverse
spectrum of society and the country’s culture which, in turn, influences the success of VUI’s within
its social and technological context. By expanding HCI research on VUIs, a wider range of users
with varying social and cultural experiences can be assessed and reflected within VUI design.
CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

Figure 3: Interaction using a mobile
phone launched Siri application.

The VUI phenomenon is still in the process of development in terms of its design and future
application. Whilst many VUIs support Arabic, there has been limited research into the challenges
faced with VUIs, impacting Arab users. This includes socio-cultural and communicative obstacles.
The potential research opportunities in the Arab states are extensive, especially focusing on the
following areas:
• The routine uses of VUIs in the Arab nation.
• Patterns of interaction between Arab users and VUIs.
• Trends in the usage of dialectal Arabic or MSA within the VUI interaction process.
• Management of interactional challenges as a result of diverse forms of Arabic spoken
languages.
• Techniques to help Arab users to overpower interactional obstacles associated with VUIs.
• Variation of responses by Arab men and women towards interaction trends and VUI
acceptances.
• Variation of responses according to age groups amongst Arab users towards interaction
trends and VUI acceptances. Divided into child, adult and elderly, how do each age group
manage the interaction challenges?
• Security and privacy concerns, and trust issues of VUIs amongst Arab users.
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ABSTRACT1
We have been conducting research in in al-Am’ari, a Palestinian refugee camp in Ramallah for over
nine years. In 2012, we established a come_IN computer club and have found that, while it can be
challenging to explore ethnographically, it is nevertheless necessary. We specifically take the
position as “outsiders” here, even though we were collaborating with Palestinian researchers as
well, having them in the field most of the time. We have been experiencing many ups and downs
running the computer club – with weekly workshop activities on ICT. We call for extensive field
research to gain insights into the culture in which the research is embedded and enable better
collaboration with partners in the field. To illustrate this, we draw upon our mentioned research.
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come_IN computer clubs mean to foster intercultural exchange and inclusion across generations in
neighborhoods with high immigrant populations in Germany and were established by a research
group from Siegen Germany [15]. Children and adults of diverse migration backgrounds and age
are brought together and given access to infrastructure for project based, creative, computersupported collaborative activities. come_IN clubs focus on the social implications and impact of
such interventions [9]. In 2010 the come_IN concept was adapted to Palestinian refugee camps in
order to support the digital divide of the socio-economically challenged refugees on the one hand,
but also to foster intracultural exchange of Palestinians on the other. A step into a rather ignored
or neglected territory of ICT research. One of those clubs was established in al-Am’ari refugee
camp between Ramallah and al-Bireh. Over the years, the intervention has gone through a
plethora of ups and downs and diverse computer-supported club activities have been conducted including programming with Scratch, 3D printing, but also upcycling, storytelling, theater and
crafting. A range of publications have emerged on this research as well [1–3,10,14,17]. We have
conducted extensive field research through participatory action research and ethnographic
methodology. We think that specifically as outsiders (including local Palestinians without a
refugee background) or westerners, it is of utmost importance to be an active part in the field in
order to understand it. This goes beyond the interventions per se and leads to living amongst,
working and exchanging with the actors and communities as broad and heavy as possible.
RESEARCH SETTING
The occupied Palestinian territories inherit a complex and branded tapestry of different social
communities, with an over 80 years ongoing conflict of segregation and occupation. Due to the
1948 Arab-Israeli conflict, around 760.000 Palestinians were expelled from their homes or fled from
the area that later became Israel. They settled in refugee camps in the West Bank and neighboring
states [8]. Those plots of land were rented in 1950 by the United Nations Relief Agency for Palestine
Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) from the hosting government to help Palestinian refugees
build up facilities to fill in their needs. UNWRA manages infrastructures for education, health care
and social services for the Refugees. It has become responsible for the protection of some 5.15
million registered refugees nowadays [13]. The camps were meant to be temporary, yet have
developed to ghettoesque neighborhoods, some being embedded in urban areas [5,12].
METHODOLODY
We followed a participatory action research (PAR) approach with annual trips of up to six weeks. It
allowed us to understand social and educational practices in the field and rethink our own

practices and perceptions within the socio-political and cultural context - in the refugee camp - but
also within the society surrounding it. More importantly – iterating our approach and adjusting it
according to the findings we would make on the way [7]. We would write a daily field diary,
reflecting about the situation and culture, but also the developments and activities within the
camp and the club [4,16]. Both passive and active observations were made during club activities
[11]. Over 79 semi-structured interviews, but also informal conversations were conducted over the
course of eight years[6]. Moreover, workshops were facilitated with the local tutors in order to
prepare them for the club work. In addition, some of the local volunteers were invited to Germany
to participate in the come_IN clubs and further understand the concept and ideas behind the
approach[17].
FINDINGS
We would like to give just a glimpse of our findings in order to make evident, why we think our
research approach is important to this specific context. As mentioned earlier, it is important for us
to not approach the field and its actors as top-down westerners who know everything they are
doing. We do not know what awaits us in the field and what is going on behind the scenes. Every
society has a complexity of her own – but Palestine and specifically the refugee camps are not as
accessible to understand as we thought, even to our Palestinian partners. Our research up to 2015
has shown, that keeping the club active can be challenge. Due to Israeli military operations some
club sessions were canceled. We have also found that refugees are a marginalized and stigmatized
group in Palestine. The early data has also shown, that such an initiative fosters exchange and
mutual values between mainstream society and people from the camp. It has motivated interaction
between groups of people, who otherwise would not interact with each other. However, the club in
al-Am’ari refugee camp, did close around 2014. Obvious reasons were the end of initial funding
and personnel changes at our Palestinian partner university. In 2016 we returned to the field to reopen and investigate reasons behind the closing. It was a challenge finding willing volunteers that
maintain continuity. Volunteering students after 2016 would only facilitate once or twice a club
session and then excuse themselves as not being able to continue. In 2017 a student volunteer
came late to a session, it was her first time in the camp, so she called one of the researchers to
show her the way to the club room. As the researcher went on the street, no one was to be seen.
“Amira, where are you?”, the researcher called out. The student came from hiding behind a car,
saying she hid from the “Guys” on the streets. We also experienced high fluctuation of
participants, in 2016 we were told “It’s a refugee camp, things work differently here” or “It’s an
extracurricular activity, most refugee kids come as they please and do not really care”. In our most
recent visit in late 2018 however, we have found, that the camp in itself is divided – political views
and ideologies polarize the community. This already starts in childhood, as a young club
participant [from a Fatah family] said “I am not coming to the session, if that girl [from a Hamas
family] comes”. A volunteer inquired why the club is located inside of the camp’s child institution,
“People will think, we belong to them [political opposition]”, this was further elaborated by an
external gatekeeper who is active in the camp for over 25 years: the main services and after school

activities are led by Fatah members. The Hamas on the other hand has established their own
programs, Quran reading classes and similar after school activities. He also said that, it is not
possible to be unpolitical in the camp: “You have to have a political position. There is peer-pressure if
you visit an initiative that tries to be unpolitical. Because there might be followers of the other stream
of thought, this leads to problems with your peers” (Person A, Refugee camp inhabitant). Another
example we found is how public celebrations are being viewed: When people from the refugee
community are released from prison, some celebrate by shooting with guns into the air. This habit
however is being criticized by some of the refugee population as we found out by an informant
from inside the camp.
CONCLUSION: WHY ETHNOGRAPHY MATTERS
The occupied Palestinian territories inherit a complex, but also branded tapestry of different social
communities and dynamics, with an over 80 years ongoing conflict of segregation and occupation.
Some camps integrate almost seamlessly into surrounding neighborhoods. However, they are seen
by many as ghettos that are dangerous and should be avoided. We gained our information
through implementing our projects in the field on par with its actors, building relationships and
trust. It is important to establish a network of informants coming from different parts of society
and diverse backgrounds, in order to get different perspectives that lead to a more wholistic view
of the field. Social implications give richer insights into the field and therefore inquiries should aim
beyond a focus on ICT. The political paradigm shows how social ties can affect research.
Informants and partners would talk about the occupation, but not about the social dynamics
between followers of two Palestinian political parties. Knowing those details helped draw
conclusions on fluctuation of participants, why some parents would not allow their kids to
participate and also high fluctuation of - or challenges of finding – volunteers as well. We think
that in later stages of our research, we followed a stronger participatory approach by entrusting
our local partners with the actual power to steer and research the project. Moreover, we critically
reflected with our partners about research methods, the appropriateness of those methods and
iterated those together. This led to our partners becoming more critical and reflective about their
own society and practices. This has led to richer insights for us. We therefore conclude the
following points to consider, when conducting research in Palestine. Living in the field is important
to understand social practices and values, in order to being able to interpret them and experience
the local reality. When the only channels of reporting are e-mail, audio/video calls and
collaborative documentation off-site, one never knows what is actually going on in the field. It is
also important to stray away from the planned research question and inquire more broadly.
Although researching technology, the social aspects should not be neglected. One must be selfaware that actors in the field have a certain view on the researcher. This Information would have
not become evident to us if we would have only conducted weekly workshops and left the site
again. We lived in the field and experienced daily live first hand, we met for social events, had
informal conversations, included partners in our planning, spoke open about challenges we had so
far, but also mentioned problems we might face along the way. This led to open relationships

to local partners who in return gave us more insights into the camp. ArabHCI research should be
driven by mutual understanding, trust and openness - from our experience, a participatory
ethnographic approach has worked best – be it locals with locals or non-locals with locals.
Following this approach means becoming, or at least trying to be, part of the community.
However, we are aware how challenging especially local on local can be.
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ABSTRACT1
Over the past years there has been an increase in HCI research with Arab communities and/or in
Arab countries. In this position paper I present the challenges I faced in conducting HCI research in
Lebanon. Through reflecting upon the challenges I discuss how future efforts by researchers and the
ArabHCI community can facilitate in addressing them.
INTRODUCTION
Within the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) community there has been a growing community
that is centered around conducting research in developing contexts [4]. More recently, HCI
researchers have begun forming a community around conducting HCI research in Arab contexts [2].
As more research outputs from the Arab region are being published in HCI venues, there is a need
to reflect on the challenges faced in conducting such research in order to further inform the future
research agenda for Arab HCI. In this position paper I present the challenges I faced in conducting
HCI research in Lebanon [11,13] as well as feedback provided by other local researchers. More
detailed methodological reflections on the research I conducted in this context can be found at
[10,12]. Through reflecting upon the challenges and feedback I propose how future efforts by the
researchers and the Arab HCI community can facilitate in addressing them.
CHALLENGES IN CONDUCTING HCI RESEARCH
Currently the Arab Region is in strife with conflict in Sudan [14], Syria [9], Palestine[7] and Yemen
[15]. Additionally, several countries are in political instability [6] and there are several cases of
marginalization of vulnerable communities such as women in Saudi Arabia [16], migrant workers in
the UAE [17] and Lebanon [5], LGTBQ+ communities in Egypt and Sudan [3], and refugees in Jordan
and Lebanon [1]. Conducting research within such contexts introduces several challenges related to
(1) researcher safety and (2) addressing the politics in Participatory design.

Researcher Safety
While conducting research in Palestinian refugee camps and Syrian refugee settlements in Lebanon
one of the main challenges I experienced as young researcher was knowing what to do in situations
in which I felt unsafe. Throughout my research there have been several incidents in which I felt
unsafe, including conflict erupting in a Palestinian camp while I was there conducting research and
protesters blocking roads as I was driving to refugee settlements in rural areas. Developing
researcher safety protocols were difficult, however, I was able to draw on the experience of local
researchers and follow their advice in developing a safety protocol that included leveraging their
contacts in local law enforcement in case of emergencies, receiving constant news updates from local
news apps and familiarizing myself with multiple roads in the area in which I was conducting
research in case of roadblocks. Reflecting upon these experiences I envision and recommend that
the ArabHCI community come together and pool resources to best inform the development of
researcher safety protocols in the various countries experiencing conflict and civil unrest.
Addressing Voice and Agency in Participatory Design (PD)
Conducting research with refugees can be challenging as reflected on in [12]. Refugees in the Arab
region are a marginalized community that inherently does not have a voice in local and national
decision making processes as well as within the humanitarian aid system. When conducting my
initial engagements with Syrian refugee communities in Lebanon I encountered a challenge in
addressing the political tensions one would intend to address when engaging in Participatory Design
[8]. However I found that to be more challenging than I initially thought. Through conversations
with refugee women I identified that there is a lack of motivation within the community to take on
active roles in engaging with other stakeholders and that they would rather I communicate their
voices to other stakeholders. Participants highlighted a disbelief in their voices being heard by other
stakeholders. Additionally, they recounted how they are struggling with managing their day to day
survival to the point that they felt that taking on board more responsibilities would burden them.
Such accounts highlighted to me the difficulty in adopting PD methods and led me to adapt methods
so that I am a mediator in bringing forth refugee voices. Through adopting co-design methods and
engaging with multiple actors individually I was able to bring the voices of multiple stakeholders
together through my research. I acknowledge that this is not a sustainable model for empowering
refugee communities in Lebanon and therefore urge the ArabHCI community to discuss how best
to address voice and agency when conducting Participatory Design with marginalized communities
in Arab contexts. Additionally I recommend that we as a community explore how different
methodological approaches can facilitate refugee empowerment.
CHALLENGES IN COMMUNICATING HCI RESEARCH
While working on HCI research projects in multiple Arab countries including Lebanon, Jordan and
Tunis I encountered several challenges communicating HCI research and Interaction design

methods to participants, local ethics review boards and researchers from other disciplines. This was
due to (1) difficulties in translating HCI terminology to Arabic and (2) the lack of familiarity of
researchers with interaction design methods. Indeed, while translating study designs and consent
scripts to Arabic I encountered several difficulties in providing appropriate translations for terms
such as paper mock-ups that encapsulate the intended meaning. There is potential for the ArabHCI
community to leverage their experience and resources to create a glossary of common HCI terms
and their Arabic translations. Lastly, while applying for local ethics approval in Lebanon, where there
is no big HCI community, it was highlighted that the methods I am proposing to use are considered
unconventional and required more time for ethical review. While this delayed my research it also
gave me time to engage with local researchers to explore how familiar they are with the field of HCI.
Through several informal conversations with computer science, computer engineering and public
health researchers at the American University of Beirut I identified that there is an interest within
the local research community to engage in interaction design methods. Therefore I ran a one day
workshop (figure 1) in which I introduced some interaction design methods to a group of 14
academics and research assistants. Based on my experience I recommend that the ArabHCI
community engage with other researchers regarding the methods we employ in HCI in order to
facilitate HCI research in Arab countries such as Lebanon as well as multi-disciplinary research in
the region.
CONCLUSION

Figure 1 Details of the Interaction Design
Workshop that was conducted at the
American University of Beirut in
Lebanon

Engaging in HCI research in the Arab region poses some field specific challenges as well as
challenges in which we may leverage the experience and knowledge of local researchers. The
challenges I experienced when conducting research in the Arab region highlights the need for the
ArabHCI community to develop resources to support HCI researchers working in this context as well
as to engage further with local researchers, especially in context in which HCI as a field is still
growing.
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ABSTRACT
Parents require comprehensive information once a child is diagnosed with a chronic condition. There
are technologies available that can assist parents to manage their children’s conditions, but the
parent must be aware of the technologies available and then be aware of how to use them, we call
this Technology and Health Awareness (T&HA). Parents of type 1 diabetic children were interviewed.
To provide a triangulation, several types of professionals were also interviewed with a view to
capturing their understanding of the problems of establishing T&HA from their viewpoint. Transcripts
of the interviews were analyzed starting from the assumption that T&HA is created by interactions
with all the human and non-human actors surrounding them, both professional and personal: an
Actor-Network Theory was used as the lens of analysis. The interviews were conducted in both
Australia (AUS) and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). These two countries were used to provide
variety in the social and cultural environments and the medical system. In both countries parents
have the same issues but gathering rich data unveiled a variety of challenges. In this paper we will
concentrate on explaining the nature of the difficulties in KSA that became clear when contrasted
with interviews of the Australian parents and medical staff.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
This paper reveals the learning from undertaking a study involving interviews of parents and medical
staff in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) and Australia (AUS). The study looked at the problem of
how parents come to levels of awareness of their role in using technology to manage Type 1 Diabetes
in their children once diagnosis is made. An Actor-Network Theory (ANT) was taken as the study
sought to capture all the influences around a parent, not just the formal education efforts. Both
parents and medical staff were interviewed in both countries. The ANT approach requires that the
researcher ‘listen’ to both human and non-human (sociotechnical) actors. In this case the interactions
with the non-human actors were deduced from the interviews with humans. While a useful model
has emerged that will inform professionals and researchers in dealing with parents, there were
several learnings about the challenges of obtaining data from parents. These challenges were plentiful
in both countries, but we will present here those particularly apt for gathering data in KSA.

ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY
Type one diabetes (T1D) is a chronic autoimmune disease that affects the pancreas by destroying beta
cells within the islets of Langerhans. The pancreas is responsible for synthesis and secretion of insulin
which controls glucose levels [1]. After beta cells are destroyed, the blood sugar level is no longer
controlled and patients require insulin replacement in the body.
In the treatment and management of diabetes, there are many health innovation technologies
that the parents interacts with. The first type of these technology is the treatment technology as the
use of insulin pump, Continuous Glucose Monitors (CGM) and blood glucose devices. These electronic
health innovations enhance self- management of diabetics; improve the diabetes management and
blood glucose monitoring and the health outcomes in patients [2]. Insulin pump has better-glycated
hemoglobin (HbA1C) and they reduce hypoglycemia events as the insulin is delivered in small doses
and not a big dose as like when patient takes an insulin shot. The second type of the management
technology is ICT. ICT platforms allow caregivers to access valuable information on the management
of the chronic diseases (CDs). The internet is an important source of information for both patients
and caregivers through online forums and networks. Application of ICT in accessing information
encompasses what is commonly known as e-Health, which could become a strategy for ensuring that
children with T1D receive proper support and care from their parents [3] [4].
T1D requires daily treatment and only the parents can monitor their children for signs of adverse
events. The treatment that parents must provide daily requires interaction with treatment
technologies. Parents also interact with technologies to keep their awareness of their role current.
These interaction between parents and technology which allow the parent to perform as better

The study timeline

The concepts, themes and issues were identified in the
literature

Ethical consent was obtained from a University Ethics
committee

Popular gathering places of parents of T1D children in
the two countries (including both physical places and
online communities)

The participants in the pilot interviews were identified,
registered and chosen randomly: four parents, three
diabetes educators and one endocrinologist

Participants (37 parents in two countries and 20
combined health professionals and company
representatives) were enrolled

A preliminary analysis was done after eight interviews
to revise the interview questions

The Interviews were transcribed, translated and coded

Figure 1: The study timeline

primary care givers has not been well studied [5]. To be the best they can be parents need a high level
of Technology and Health Awareness (T&HA). The study around which this paper is based asked the
research question “how is T&HA formed in parents of T1D children and what is the nature of that
awareness?”
Despite the importance of the parents interaction with ICT and related technologies in the
management of CDs, qualitative researchers in parents of children with disabilities experience
numerous challenges in terms of collecting the data. However, little has been documented concerning
the challenging aspects in data collection of specifying the understanding of the interaction of ICT
among parents of children with T1D. This study aims to particularise the difficulties experienced by a
qualitative researcher who performed a huge research project in investigating the T&HA for parents
of children with T1D when interacting with the ICT and related technologies for managing the disease
and providing support to their children.
ACTOR NETWORK THEORY (ANT)
ANT is particularly useful when studying phenomena influenced by many actors, both human and
technical and combinations of both. A seminal writer, Latour [5] maintains that the adoption of an
innovation comes as a consequence of the actions of everyone in the chain of actors interacting with
those involved in the innovation. The ‘Actor-Network Theory’ (ANT) study determined the nature and
views of the actors (both human and soiotechnical) in the health innovation (T&HA) through
interviews. ANT provides insight into the ICT adoption framework by indicating the diversity of the
actors [1]. The ANT approach also helps one to understand humans and their interactions with
inanimate objects, and in health services research, it provides useful associations of different actors
in a network. Cresswell [3] note that ANT offers a lens through which one views the role of technology
in shaping the social processes that contribute to the complexity of technology introduction in
healthcare settings [6]. ANT an informed theoretical approach in the sampling and analysis of the data
obtained.
Participants
It was decided for convenience to interview human actors in two very different countries to provide
a wide variety of responses. The two countries, Australia and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, are both
suffering increasing rates of T1D and have different medical and cultural contexts as well as e-health
adoption. A rigorous schedule was designed to produce valid data. Figure 1 depicts the study timeline
ANALYSIS
As all interviews in both countries were transcribed it was possible to perform a thematic analysis of
the interviews to determine themes in answer to questions that showed specific problems. To

perform this analysis it was necessary to search for examples where an answer to a question was
clearly not a true reflection of the data required to explore the question of the ANT study. Participants
in both countries were found to answer questions through the lens of their social, cultural and family
environment. When a parent responds to a question by first using a parroting of a social norm, and
then goes on to describe a different personal experience, this shows that data may be collected, not
on personal interactions, but on social or regional norms. This type of data ‘muddies’ the analysis.
RESULTS
While the full results of the main study will be exposed in other forums the importance to the ANT
community of the study is in one of the themes that emerged from the study: the idea of the network
changing with time. The actors responsible for forming awareness were found to include many that
were well outside the medical system. Relatives, web sources and the nature of the interface with the
two medical systems were found to be influential in unexpected ways. A network was uncovered that
includes parents from both countries and all the concepts found in studying interactions. These actors
are shown in [2].
This model of the network excludes aspects of the original data that were found to be invalid due
to challenges in obtaining health care data through humans. Analysis of the excluded data lead to sets
of classes of data gathering problems. Those relating to KSA are presented here. The challenges have
been grouped into three classes as the following:
Geographical and demographical challenges: The data was collected from different regions at the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Each region has its own geographical features and climate. Hence, the
research team faced some logistical challenges when moving from a region to another that delayed
the planned time for the interview schedule. Further, there were some difficulties due to differences
in dialectal accents across the kingdom. KSA is a tribal populations and multicultural society, with
significant populations from different backgrounds. Each of these groups presents difficulties for
administration of health services due to their different backgrounds. Those same backgrounds make
a study of ‘parents in KSA’ difficult to justify as being representative.
Culture challenges: There were some cultural barriers during the data collection phase. Having a child
with T1D was a sensitive issue for some parents who refused to participate in this research project.
They expressed that their surrounding communities were judgmental about the condition of their
kids. Because of this cultural pressure, parents were either hesitant or refused to be interviewed.
While parents in Australia feel a sensitivity, it is more confined to the family there rather than in the
general community. Another cultural challenge related to the gender sensitivity. Many fathers of T1D
children did not accept to be interviewed by a female which placed some

restriction when conducting the interviews. In Australia the same type of problem exists, but there it
is more a case of the mother being seen as having the major responsibility for care in the home.
Recruitment and contact. The research team faced challenges in finding a representative sample, in
both contexts, and inviting respondents for participation. The lack of a point of contact that connects
the communities with researchers made it difficult to meet the planned research timeline. This
challenge was managed in both contexts by advertainments to targeted actors and main bodies. In
KSA the recruitment was facilitated by the ministry of health (MOH) hospitals, whereas the level of
ethical approval needed in Australia meant that volunteers needed to be recruited. The introduction
through hospitals in KSA produces some difficulties as some parents were reticent to describe
problems with the authorities, seeing the researcher as an extension of those authorities. This
reticence included medical staff for the same reason. Although it is easier to get introductions through
a hospital, that introduction brings with it the extra task of ensuring ethical treatment of subjects.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the challenges outlined above, access to public transportations and recruitment of qualified
interpreters could facilitate some of the geographical and demographical challenges. Furthermore,
there is a need for organizing social events and educational programs that aim to increase the public
awareness about the significance of the research and its impacts on the community. Also, it would be
beneficial to provide communication channels and contact details of the volunteering participants for
the research community to facilitate a quick access to the respondents.
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ABSTRACT
A Digital Library (DL) is a dynamic information provider that services heterogeneous users and
facilitates knowledge acquisition among its users. To assess the impact of the DL services, a deep understanding of the user communities and their requirements is required. Issues concerning evaluation
have been raised with such proliferation of DL services. These include the cost of user studies, the
lack of reproducible experiments, and the subjectivity of the such experiments. Many DLs collect and
maintain extensive log files (LF) of the users’ interactions. The analysis of the LFs provides a means to
be�er understand users needs. In this paper we discuss our experience in conducting such analysis
and report on the challenges faced in the Saudi environment compared with those encountered in a
European one.
KEYWORDS
User Experience; Log Files; Digital Library; Interface; Interaction Analysis; Evaluation
Log file (LF) analysis: "The study of electronically recorded interactions between online information retrieval systems and the persons
who search for the information found in those
systems" [5].
Usage pa�ern: or the "digital footprints": are
the results of the analysis of the search strategies in the LFs [4].

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
DLs are the extension of the traditional physical libraries aiming to provide users with virtual access
anytime and anywhere [2]. A DL can be defined as a type of "distributed systems with the capability
to store various electronic resources and provide convenient access for end users via networks" [8].
DL tends to satisfy user needs by providing authentic and useful content whose quality and quantity
will determine the extent of the usage of the DL [6]. Evaluation is a core activity to maintain the
e�ectiveness of any system. Evaluation is the "systematic process of determining the merit, value,
and worth of something" [2].
Formative evaluation is conducted during the development phases of a DL system to minimise
imperfections before release. In contrast, summative evaluation is conducted in the final stages of

the development or a�er an initial release. Comparative evaluation is where di�erent systems or
components are compared. Iterative evaluation is recommended for the digital library as new material
is regularly added, metadata are updated, users and/or their salient characteristics change while at
the same time new users join [6, 7].
Due to the interdisciplinary research domain of the digital library covering information retrieval,
human-computer interaction, and information science, considering system retrieval performance
solely is not su�icient to evaluate the overall system performance. Instead, the interactions between
the three core components: system, user, and content/collections should be taken into account. Such
interactions are embodied in the usage of a system, thus monitoring the usage provides useful
information for evaluation and improvement processes [2]. An example of methods for understanding
the usage pa�erns is the investigation of users’ digital footprints or usage pa�erns (UP) recorded in
the LFs. UPs are a means to represent the search strategies found in the LF [4]. The analysis of the
UP enables the researchers to understand the recorded searching experiences [3]. LF analysis can
reveal a wealth of information about the user interactions and their preferences. In this paper, we
report on our experiments analysing LFs obtained from a Swiss DL, and discuss the challenges faced
when trying to run a similar study in Saudi Arabia.
ABOUT THE RESEARCH
Figure 1: RERO Interface
.

The aim of our study is to investigate the power of the LFs in revealing the hidden UPs for a dynamic
DL. The ultimate goal is to move beyond a "one-size fits all" approach by exploring individual search
experiences with minimum users involvement. Thus, we conducted LF analysis by implementing
clustering techniques for exploring the available UPs of a specific DL: RERO Doc. By looking into the
details of how people actually use a system instead of who they are, we can extract various implicit
signals that might aid in the development of more e�ective system. For instance, users’ interactions
may reveal user familiarity and experience with the system. LFs can capture hidden informative
indicators of users’ interaction including: interaction-based indicators e.g. number of steps, use of
filtering during search, paths taken, number of documents viewed. And query-based indicators e.g.
query length, and number of reformulations. Such indicators can reveal problems that users might
encounter when interacting with existing systems, and help designers to improve their usability. The
analysis of data extracted from LFs is considered as an informative and inexpensive source for tracking
and analysing the usage pa�erns.
RERO DOC:

1 h�ps://doc.rero.ch

Our main study is conducted in collaboration with RERO Doc 1 . RERO Doc is a digital library
connecting libraries of Western Switzerland as a public service. The library o�ers free access to its
contents and services. RERO Doc serves a diverse population, and the analysis of the LFs resulting

from the interactions, provides us with a rich and realistic insight into di�erent searching experiences.
Figure 1 shows RERO Doc interface.
The dataset contains the entries of eight-months records from (May 2017-January 2018) with more
than 6M sessions. Such a long period covers di�erent seasons i.e. before and a�er exams, annual
holidays, and during the semesters. Clustering analysis was conducted, and it enabled us to extract
few well defined UPs. The three main UPs we identified were: item seekers, navigators, and searchers.
Each one of those pa�erns has sub-pa�erns. More details about the experiments and the results are
in our work [1].
THE PROCEDURES WITH RERO DOC TO OBTAIN THE DATA:

Figure 2: SDL Interface
.

As we are researchers from an academic institute, we needed to contact RERO Doc administrators
looking for a research collaborations. Thus, we visited the web site of the library and contacted the
decision makers by emails. Later on, we arranged a Skype meeting to further describe our research.
During the meeting, we discussed the type of data required, and the possible ethical implications in
terms of confidentiality and anonymity. Then, we consulted with our university ethical commi�ee
and both parties signed an agreement to guarantee users privacy. Such document was sent to RERO
Doc administrators. Upon that the log files were processed to ensure that the user data i.e. IPs were
anonymised. Finally, the log files transferred from the RERO Doc server to ours.
EXPERIENCES WITH SAUDI DLS:

Figure 3: KAUST Interface
.
2 h�ps://sdl.edu.sa
3 h�ps://library.kaust.edu.sa/

In order to validate our findings, we reached out to engage with other DLs serving communities in
di�erent parts of the world. Thus, we contacted two Saudi leading DLs: SDL 2 and KAUST DL 3 . The
home pages of both DLs are shown in figure 2 and 3. SDL is the largest academic information source
in the Arab world, with more than 310.000 scientific references, covering all academic disciplines. SDL
provides advanced digital resources for faculty, graduates, and undergraduates. KAUST DL serves
KAUST students and sta�. It provides access to more than 450,000 of books titles and over 30 scientific
databases. Our experiences with SDL and KAUST DL were as the following:
We followed a similar procedure as the one used with RERO Doc, but our experience was quite
di�erent, as we faced two crucial challenges: administrative and technical.
Administrative challenges:
• Absence of communication details:
SDL website does not provide any contact information such as names and emails of the decision
makers or the sta�. Only a general enquiry email was provided. Accordingly, the process of
identifying and contacting the decision makers was not direct and took a very long time

and more e�ort. On the contrary, both RERO Doc and KAUST DL websites provided detailed
information about the employees and their positions, and the contact emails were clearly stated.
• Supporting and collaborating research: managers from RERO Doc and SDL were very supportive
and explained their regulations for conducting such studies by email and through online
meetings. In the case of KAUST, managers only stated that the regulations of the university did
not allow for such studies, without further discussions.
Technical challenge:
The availability of the LFs: RERO Doc has the log files available on their servers. Unfortunately, this
is not the case with the SDL, and other DLs we contacted e.g. library of Zurich 4 , and RMIT library 5 .
This can be due to the structure of the DL itself where a local archive is not available. SDL has multiple
partnership with di�erent service providers. The availability of the LFs is a crucial requirement for
the UPs analysis. Without local LFs, sessions can not be identified and consequentially the UPs can
not be tracked.
At the end these two challenges stopped us from including data from both Saudi DLs in our study.
This had an impact on the generalisability of our results considering the culture and language e�ect.
More seriously, this has a negative impact on the study and improvement opportunities of the both
Saudi DLs.

4 h�ps://www.zb.uzh.ch
5 h�ps://www.rmit.edu.au/library

Table 1: Comparisons between the
platforms
aa
aa

Platform
aa
aspects
aa
a

Sta� details
Supporting and collaborating
Availability of LF

LESSONS LEARNT:

RERO Doc

SDL

KAUST DL

yes
yes
yes

no
yes
no

yes
no
yes

• To facilitate a be�er scholarly communication, it is recommended to provide a clear organisational structure of the key decision makers and their contact details on the DL websites. Also,
di�erent communication channels, such as social networking platforms, could be provided to
ensure quick access to gatekeepers.
• Research supportive regulations should be in place to assist the academic community. This
support includes the opportunity to collect the information or documents required in suitable
formats while protecting users’ privacy.
• DL managers and system developers need to be aware of the importance of the LFs as a precious
evaluation resource.
CONCLUSION
DL platforms provide access to quality materials anytime, anywhere. Thus, the evaluation of their
performance in terms of usability and e�ectiveness is a core issue. LF analysis, among other techniques,
is valuable and non-expensive one. Three important lessons from Swiss and Saudi experiences were
learnt: the LFs should be made available to researchers in and outside Arab countries, regulations

to access the LFs should be clearly stated for researchers and librarians. Such research should be
supported and encouraged by all involved parties.
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ABSTRACT1
Nowadays many people rely on the Internet to buy items online. In Kuwait, e-commerce and
strong Internet have drastically changed the way many people shop over the past 5 years with the
devices used ranging from laptops to mobiles. This change has brought about higher expectations
of usability from consumers. This study looks at five factors that affect user experiences while
using e-commerce web services in Kuwait. The results show that there is lots of room for
improvement to better user experience when shopping on Kuwait online e-commerce platforms.
KEYWORDS
HCI; E-commerce; Mobile; Websites; Usability; User Experience;
INTRODUCTION
Widespread access to Internet access has allowed more and more people to shop online for
products and services both locally and globally. With increasing demands of everyday life, people
are busier and the benefits of online shopping have become more attractive [2]. In addition to
saving time, customers have the added benefit of comparing between the prices of different
products and stores quick and easy [2].
However, nothing is ever perfect, many customers still suffer from many risks such as changing
policies, insecure payment transactions, poor website design and lack of reliable information [6]. In
comparison to a decade ago, customer’s expectations of e-commerce websites have escalated,
through their demand of safety, ease of use or even pleasant navigational experiences [7]. When

Table 1. Respondent information and
demographics
Gender

Total

Percentage

Female
Male

26
51

33.8%
66.2%

Preferred Language
English
Arabic

43

55.8%

34

44.2%

Preferred Device
Mobile phone

56

72.7%

Computer or Laptop

21

27.3%

Shopped For whom?
Self

61

79.2%

16
Education
Primary school
4
High school
3
Diploma
8
Bachelor’s degree
43
Master’s degree
13
Doctorate degree
6
Nationality
Gcc citizen
67
European/ American
4
African
4
other
2

20.8%

Someone else

5.2%
3.9%
10.4%
55.8%
16.9%
7.8%
87.0%
5.2%
5.2%
2.6%

websites get translated, the original design might suffer from errors that affect its usability [8].
Businesses also suffer if there exists no common language between the customer and the service
personnel [9]. In this research we investigate consumer expectations while using online ecommerce websites in Kuwait to get a better idea of how efficient they are. We first present the
results of an online questionnaire designed to gather consumer user experience. This is followed by
an analysis and discussion of the potential challenges’ consumers are affected by when shopping
online. Finally, we provide a conclusion and future directions possible from this inquiry.
METHODS
Given that the pool of online shoppers in Kuwait is large and hard to reach physically, we
developed an online questionnaire to help us answer two main questions: What do customers
experience while using online shopping websites? And whether there are specific issues they face?
The survey was designed to give us insights into shopper’s experiences when purchasing items
online using the following five factors (also shown in Figure 1):
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5

Language
Customer service
Security and privacy
Site design
Fulfilment and reliability.

In the survey participants are asked to identify an e-commerce store from which they have
recently purchased an item, share their shopping experience based on the five factors above, and
then offer some basic demographics. The survey was created in English and subsequently
translated into Arabic to cater for both nationals and expats. This was also a necessary step to
accommodate personal preferences of those who understand English but shop using the Arabic
language. The survey was sent via email and distributed on two social media platforms (WhatsApp
and Facebook) using a sampling snowball approach. Data was collected over a 48-hour period.

Table 2. Consumer main impressions of
Like
Dislike

Features
Ease of use
Variety of products
Expensive
Difficulty of use
Slow delivery
sites  

Percentage
29.9%
24.7%
10.4%
9.1%
9.1%

Table 3. Independent and dependent
variables
Independent variables

Dependent variables

Language
Customer service
Security
Website design
Fulfilment and reliability

User’s expectation

DATA COLLECTION
A total of 103 responses were collected from the announcements; 71 Arabic and 32 English; As
shown in Table 1, those who had not shopped online before were removed from the study leaving
77 that were considered in the analysis. Most of the respondents were male (over 66%), had an
average age of 30-39, employed full time (over 63%), and having a bachelor’s degree or higher (over
55%).
The survey began by asking respondents about the last e-commerce web store they made a
purchase on, as well as who they shopped for, the language and the device used. The majority of
the participants shopped using Taw9eel, X-cite and Carriage in English. Roughly 70% of the
respondents used their mobile phone to shop. Participants who identified their purchase using an
e-commerce application were not included in the analysis.
Participants were then asked an open ended-question to elicit the reasons they chose to shop
using that store. Although many users listed ease of use as an important feature influencing their
shopping experience, many chose to buy form the site due to the variety of features it offered
(Table 2 summarizes the main results). Interestingly, even though they had gone ahead and
purchased an item, some participants considered the site difficult to use (9%), the content
expensive (10%), and delivery slow (9%). One may question whether there are alternatives. Further
investigations into ways of improving e-commerce effectiveness are necessary.
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
The online shopping arena is highly competitive in Kuwait yet we have identified many problems.
From this study we were able to better understand the factors that positively influence shopper
experiences and those that yet require further attention.
In terms of language (F1), the majority of participants (59.7%) agreed that the site language was
easy to understand. Nearly 30% disagreed, meaning that there may be a bias to difficulty in either
language. Looking closer, respondents who used only English while shopping did not mention any
language difficulties, while two of Arabic language shoppers mention specifically that language was a
problem for them. Future attention could be directed to investigate whether the Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) used to translate pages played a role. Since dialects change across the GCC, correct
translation and education may play a large part in user experiences. It may also prove valuable to
understand why more Arabic speakers choose to shop in English (56%) over Arabic (44%).

Table 4. Cronbach’s alpha (reliability
statistics)
Cronbach's

Cronbach's Alpha Based on

Alpha

Standardized Items

.951

.953

N of Items
5

Table 5. Summary of correlation
coefficients of independent variables
F1

F2

F3

F4

F1

1

F2

.816**

1

F3

.760**

.821**

1

F4

.831**

.843**

.832**

1

F5

.763**

.803**

.759**

.806**

F5

1

More than half of the participants (55.8%) attest that the site they purchased from offered at least
one alternative language to the one they used. As to whether adding a third language to sites
would make their experience better, participant’s answers varied. The audiences of this experiment
were mainly Arab speaking locals (Table 1), which put the point of view of the Expat majority in
Kuwait at a disadvantage. A re-run of the study with a diverse audience is needed to collect more
evidence.
In terms of customer service (F2), answers varied as to whether the products offered by this site
were cheaper than other sites and whether there was a clear return policy. The former issue
appears to be due to the nature of the targeted sites and not a problem with the services offered,
while the latter indicates that perhaps not many looks at policies unless they really have to. On
the other hand, the majority (55.8%) agreed that the site offered multiple communication channels
with customers in addition to nearly half (49.4%) believed sites offered quick responses to help
requests. This is still a relatively small percentage and efforts towards communication are
warranted to enhance customer experiences.
With respect to site design (F3), the majority of participants agreed that the site was easy to use
(53.2%), and that the design, colors (62.3%), and layout were sufficient (55.8%). Those who reported
difficulty using the site and disliked the colors were consistent with their answers throughout the
survey. This highlights the need to increase awareness of effective UI/UX design, as well as
accessible features to appeal to a wider audience.
In terms of security and privacy (F4), the majority (59.7%) felt safe while entering their personal
information, and 66.2% thought that the electronic payment option they used was safe. Meanwhile
a significant decrease in trust was noticed when asked whether the site seemed to be capable of
keeping customer’s data safe (44.2%). Data security in the GCC is a high risk and worthy of further
investigation with more information being shared between major companies with very little if any
control by the consumer.
In terms or fulfilment and reliability (F5), 57% believed that the sites offered reliable product
information and nearly 60% agreed that the sites presented the product information in an
understandable way. However, only half thought that purchased items were delivered in a timely
manner. In Kuwait, some food companies have resorted to tracking services to increase consumer
satisfaction and profit. This has turned into a trend with non-consumable item delivery following
suit.

Data reliability is used to ensure that the data is sufficiently complete and error-free to make sure
it is convincing for its purpose and context. Cronbach’s alpha provides an overall reliability
coefficient for a set of variables. The reliability statistics shown in Table 4 provides the actual value
of Cronbach's alpha which is 0.951 that indicates a high level of internal consistency for the scale.

Table 6. Summary of correlation
coefficients between Education
demographic and independent variables
Education

F1

F2

F3

F4

Education

1

F1

0.369

1

F2

0.469

0.816

1

F3

0.419

0.760

0.821

1

F4

0.511

0.831

0.843

0.832

1

F5

0.401

0.763

0.803

0.759

0.806

F5

1

Table 7. Summary of correlation
coefficients between age demographic and
independent variables
Age

F1

F2

F3

F4

Age

1

F1

-.110

1

F2

-0.98

0.816

1

F3

-0.140

0.760

0.821

1

F4

-0.128

0.831

0.843

0.832

1

F5

-0.034

0.763

0.803

0.759

0.806

To investigate relationship between factors 1 through 5 the Pearson’s correlation was used. This
tool measures the strength of linear relationships between pairs of continuous variables. The
correlation coefficients as shown in Table 5 between the independent variables (e-commerce
website factors) and the dependent variables (user’s expectation) were all less than 0.9. This
indicates that the data was not affected by a collinearity problem. In addition, the direction of
relationships was positive which meant that all website factors are needed in websites to
accomplish a good user expectation while browsing e-commerce website. This statistic is a further
evidence of the reliability of the measurement scales used in the research.

F5

Looking closer as the influence of demographics, Table 6 shows the correlation coefficients
between the five factors and the education level demographic. The results indicate that the
direction of relationships are positive which means that as the education level increases,
participants consider the e-commerce website factors that enhance their user expectation while
browsing, otherwise they may find an alternative. The age demographic, shown in Table 7
identified a negative direction of relationships. This means that as the age of people increases, they
are paying less attention to factors. This finding may also be related and influenced by excessive
behaviour of continuous online buying.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
E-commerce has recently gained a lot of attention in Kuwait making this investigation a worthy first
step towards understanding e-shopper experiences. From the results, we offer insights on how ecommerce sites can improve customer experiences and meet needs.

1

There are multiple unique challenges worthy of future investigation for e-commerce in Kuwait and
the GCC region like enhancing consumer attraction, engagement, satisfaction and return. These
would in turn result in happier customers and business owners in the long term. Our next step will be
to run a triangulation to validate our preliminary findings and get a deeper understanding of
experiences involved followed by usability tests using Kuwait e-commerce websites and mobile
applications to identify key common issues and offer recommendations on how they can be
improved.
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ABSTRACT1
In this workshop position paper, we propose a study to understand the importance of knowledge
management systems among academics in Saudi higher education institutions, admitting that
knowledge workers and Knowledge Management Systems are valuable organizational assets whose
interaction should be improved. We intend to understand Saudi academics’ perception toward
using the knowledge management system to share their teaching experiences. Based on the
findings, we investigate the major research trends in knowledge management systems and give
some recommendations for future research.
KEYWORDS
knowledge management system; knowledge sharing, human behavior; human factors; teaching
practices; higher education institutions
INTRODUCTION
The knowledge-based view of the firm [6] considers knowledge as a significant asset of competitive
advantage and the primary driver of organizational goals achievement. In today’s knowledge-based
economy, Knowledge Management (KM) plays a significant role by facilitating the creation, storage,
sharing and reuse of knowledge [1]. While KM has been implemented in a large number of sectors
around the world [7], universities and the higher education sectors have not yet taken full
advantage of the capabilities offered by KM, specifically in Saudi Arabia. In the last decade, a

number of researchers have highlighted the potential benefits of implementing KM in universities
[2, 4]. Teaching activities result in creating remarkable amounts of know-what and know-how
expertise in teaching a specific subject [1]. The “know-what” knowledge represents the content
knowledge about the actual subject matter that must be transferred to students to be learned,
while the “know-how” is not transmitted to learners but consists of the strategies for delivering
know-what knowledge. To effectively ensure the successful teaching and the delivery of learning in
higher educational institutions, vital to develop tools that can capture, store, and share the knowhow knowledge of instructors.
This research considers the application of knowledge management systems in Saudi Arabian
universities. [8] stressed the importance of and the need for KM in the higher education institutions
of Saudi Arabia due to many challenges facing the Saudi higher education system. Most Saudi
universities are not geographically co-located as they have remote campuses in both rural and
urban areas and that could lead expert academics to travel between these campuses to share their
teaching experiences with others. Furthermore, Saudi Arabia is a religious country, and the religion
of Islam reflects the practice of education and the structure of universities, in which male and
female academics are segregated in separate campuses. It is required to transfer knowledge
between instructors in different departments (male and female) and among different campuses.
University teachers are involved in many responsibilities and tasks that prevent them from finding
enough time for their continuing education and sharing their accumulated teaching-related
knowledge and experience with other instructors via face-to-face communication. Consequently,
the face-to-face mechanism is found to be less suitable for sharing knowledge because these
mechanisms can reach only a limited number of people at a limited place and time.
It would be more valuable if know-how knowledge is recorded, organized, and shared in a way
that encourages new teachers to reuse it. However, due to the lack of reliable systems for managing
these resources among other academics who teach the same or different subject in the same
department, faculty members are likely to spend extra time and effort recreating new teaching
materials instead of spending more time on research and professional development [3].
Due to the noticeable recognition of the importance of KM in higher education as an enabler of
an interactive environment, together with the challenges identified above that Saudi universities
face, this research considers the importance of future research on the application of KM system
amongst academics in Saudi Arabia universities.
FUTURE TRENDS ABOUT KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT RESEARCH IN SAUDI ARABIA
Although KM has been the research topic for more than 20 years, there is still much to study about
the applicability of knowledge sharing artefact in Saudi Arabia higher education institutions. This
section offers several important suggestions that have not been comprehensively studied

until now as future research directions.
• It has been noted that KM has been heavily studied in developed countries. Therefore,
more studies can be conducted in developing countries such as Saudi Arabia. At the same
time, little attention has been paid to the application of KM and knowledge sharing in the
education sector. There is still an open door for further research to investigate the impact
of KM in Saudi Arabia higher education institutions.
• By discussing and analyzing the state-of-the-art literature, future studies should consider
examining the human factors that affect the use of knowledge management system, as it is
important to develop understandings on what hinders the sharing of knowledge. For
example, trust plays a key role in successful social interaction for knowledge sharing and
more research is needed to identify and investigate the potential mechanisms through
which trust may influence online knowledge sharing. Furthermore, although the role of
motivation has been recognized in the knowledge sharing literature (e.g., [4, 5]), it is
somewhat surprising that the influence of reputation and social presence on individuals’
intention to share have not been explored enough in knowledge management system
research.
• With the development of new technology, new and smart technology methods, such as
social media and web 2.0 technological tools, will be widely used for designing the KM
system. The role of social media and web 2.0 technologies for promoting knowledge
sharing can be explored further. Future studies of KM can also be focused on smarter and
more personalised intelligence application, such as recommender system. In recent years
recommender systems have become increasingly popular. However, in the field of KM,
specifically in the Arab context, there still lack of recommender systems that aim at
providing knowledge recommendation by acquiring users’ preferences and providing
appropriate knowledge resources information based on these preferences.
• It has also been noted that there is a lack of research that studies the design of knowledge
sharing systems based on Arab users’ requirements. The current scholars are mainly
focused on studying the adoption of knowledge management systems that have been
developed in western culture, regardless of Arabs’ characteristics. However, a 'one size fits
all' approach is especially not appropriate for Saudi culture. The differences in the sociocultural contexts lead to internal differences in knowledge sharing practices. Therefore, it
appears worthwhile for future research to study the design of a knowledge management
system by following a user-centred design process then evaluate the resulted system
following user experience evaluation techniques to ensure that the designed features are
usable and appropriate for Saudi users.

CONCLUSIONS
For this research, a comprehensive review of KM is presented. The main goal of this paper is to
provide some recommendation for future research of KM in Saudi Arabia. My goal of attending the
workshop is to enrich the discussion regarding future research in the Arab world by providing the
insights I gained from researching with Saudis.
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ABSTRACT1
This paper describes reflections on the establishment of a computer club concept in the High Atlas
in Morocco. We focus on the adaption of the computer club approach to a rural/mountainous
region. In this, we suggest that our presented approach and the account of a variety of complex
issues shed light on how a successful intervention in a challenging environment lead by a more
hands-off approach can look like, that takes seriously competing expectations, fragile
infrastructural foundations and socio-cultural contexts. At the end we reflect on our experiences
for future collaboration in comparable areas.

1 INTRODUCTION
KEYWORDS
Collaboration; Morocco;
Clubs; Amazigh; ArabHCI.

Computer

The Kingdom of Morocco is a constitutional monarchy with an elected parliament. The current
Moroccan royal family belongs to the Alawite Dynasty, which dates back to the 17th century. Over
the past centuries, different colonial powers conquered Morocco. After a protracted struggle,
Morocco celebrated its independence in 1956. The current monarch’s grandfather, Mohammed V,
organized the new state as constitutional monarchy and in 1957 proclaimed the title of king [2].
The valley we chose to work with is located in the High Atlas and about 80 km south-west of the
city Azilal, which at the same time hosts the municipality of the province. The valley is divided into
six smaller villages and has in total around 10.000 inhabitants, most with an indigenous background
(Imazighen).
Most households in the valley are living from agriculture and pastoralism, including transhumance,
which means that people are moving their livestock seasonally to pastures on the higher plateaus
surrounding the valley. In addition, men are working in the local administration, construction or
tourism, others left the valley as labour migrants to bigger cities.
The region is subject to a profound change. Since the mid-2000s important infrastructural
improvements and developments took place. Households in the main villages now have access to
running water and electricity. With the establishment of electricity, the use of satellite television
spread among the households. The major road to and from the valley was paved, a small health
centre including two nurses and three ambulance cars was introduced. A big telecommunications
company built a set of telephone poles that now provide LTE network all over the valley. However,
one of the main villages still cannot be reached by car, only by foot and with donkeys. A new
school was built three years ago, which – as an informant told us – is a major improvement. As a
consequence, an increasing number of people from more remote settlements are now deciding to
settle in the main villages (going from a nomadic lifestyle to a more semi-nomadic one).
Our intervention in the High Atlas was initially planned to span over a period of four years. These
four years should include the exploration, re-phrasing and adapting the existing Computer Club
concept, setting up of the Computer Club, professionalization of local coordinators as well as first
evaluation of the intervention. After this first phase, the continuation of the project and, thus, the
extension of cooperatively created structures is aimed at.
2 METHODOLOGIES
The main methodological framing in this research project is based on the participatory action
research approach (PAR) [3]. By being part of the intervention, the researchers tried to understand
the local situation, infrastructure, problems and various actors. It uses mainly observational,
qualitative methods which are completed by informal interviews. Each stay was used to learn more
about the valley and its inhabitants as well as the actual usage of the Computer Club once it was
established in the second year of the project.

Figure 1: Field site visits

Right from the start it proved indispensable to work closely with a local NGO, which was focused
on improving infrastructures in the valley, hosting cultural activities, empowering women and
supporting children in their school career. This NGO had been working in the valley for the past 13
years and enjoyed the trust of community. This was reinforced by the fact that the founder and
members all originated from the same valley. Being an integral part of the community itself meant
they had access to crucial knowledge about local social relations, local ways of proceeding and
concerns. This collaboration enabled us to gradually develop for ourselves a better understanding
of the specific situation and setting and gave us a better standing in the entire valley right from the
beginning of our work. During the last three years several field visits were conducted, with
different goals for each of the visits (such as understanding the locals, finding partners, carrying
out workshops and tutor training, opening of the computer club). As final step of the collaboration,
the local partners will visit Germany to further understand our research approach in general and
the concept of the Computer Clubs in particular.
3 REFLECTIONS
3.1 Local Partners
Coming in as an outsider to a more remotely living community marked by tradition and religion as
well as ongoing development and transition and being there for a limited amount of time brings
challenges by nature. Therefore, partnering up with a local NGO was never a choice but a necessity
if we wanted to commit in a sustainable long-term engagement. One could say we were lucky to
find the one we ended up collaborating with, since there are several ones actively working in
various fields. However, in this specific context, there wasn’t a real choice to make, also by
choosing the partner we made a statement whom we trust. Firstly, our decision was based on the
fact that we didn’t know what direction the entire project would take and the NGO is working on a
variety of fields, e.g. infrastructure as well as cultural activities. Hence, there was no limiting
framing for our activities. Secondly, it’s the one with the best reputation in the entire valley so it
easily opened doors for us regarding getting permissions and inviting potential users or visitors.
3.2 Mutual Respect and Understanding
Right from the beginning, we were very clear and open about our intentions and goals for this
project. We stimulated dialogue and wanted to mutually decide what physical items (mostly
technology) we should bring in. However, our partners couldn’t really point on something. We
therefore changed the initial questions into “This is yours now! What would you like to see happening
here in terms of projects?” That was a more graspable question to find answers to and they
expressed the importance of practicing English skills and the need of working with editing tools
(text, photo and video).

So, keeping this in mind we collaboratively chose a variety of projects to start with. We further
initiated the discussion if men and women, and boys and girls in particular, will be allowed to work
in the Club all together.
3.3 Hands-On vs. Hands-Off

Figure 2: Training with the tutors

The intervention was crucial and intense when establishing and equipping the physical space and
giving basic trainings to the future tutors. But after that, we left our partner alone for around one
year. So, we followed a rather “Hands-Off” approach. During those months, we helped out
remotely, maintaining the hard- and software and gave advice when asked for. We didn’t intervene
regarding management changes or contents and structures of the sessions. So, when we came back
in July 2018, we didn’t how they appropriated the Club or if at all.
4 CONCLUSION
The cooperation was successful, even though some expectations might have been different, it did
not compromise the collaborative work and the overall project (where one of the goals was to
observe how ICT is appropriated and used in the context of this remote place). On the contrary
because of the participatory research design and constant reflection on the researchers’ side, it
enabled us to mutually forge the conditions for a successful cooperation, in engaging media
technology and the particular educational framework together. With the support of the NGO right
from the beginning, the initiative could be adapted to local needs and existing offers in order to
reach as many participants as possible, especially children. Sustainability, which was a crucial
concern could also be achieved because tutors have appropriated the club, learned new skills and
knowledge with the help of researchers, but also on their own using online material, and created
their own approach and space. One could say, it was rather risky to just let it go and run by itself
for over a year. However, we set the tone together with the community, so the chance of “failure”
was rather low. The NGO and the local tutors approached us with some concerns they are dealing
with, e.g. how to include adults, especially women, or how to establish Internet access.
Here, we want to highlight the process of establishing an ICT-intervention in a remote area. Both
partners (locals and researchers) need to learn and grow together, therefore a mutual
understanding has to be achieved in terms of cultural understanding but also in regard to a
methodological approach [1]. By doing so, the partners are on the same level and can discuss the
future of the project.

Figure 3: Computer Club session

Here are our lessons learned from this highly specific case. However, in our opinion, these
recommendations can be adapted to a variety of cases since they mainly stress factors on a human
level:
Give it time: When you conceptualize and plan your endeavor, you probably have a time frame in
mind. However, things might take longer than initially expected especially working in a remote
area – time passes differently. Besides, be aware, that your view on time and growth doesn’t
necessarily match with the one your partners have.
Don’t push too hard (or “What’s your agenda?”): Every once in a while, especially at times you
feel stressed, take a step back and check if you are pushing too hard in one specific direction. Ask
yourself, why is that? You might have some expectation management to do, perhaps also with your
funding partners.
Trust and be someone who can be trusted: We are not necessarily speaking in terms of research
ethics, but of human ethics. What is it, that you want to achieve? Can you be honest and simply tell
that your (potential) project partners? Foster a relationship in which they feel the liberty of
criticising without fearing to lose you. This issue might be one of the hardest and takes a lot of
time.
Don’t be afraid to “fail”: Easily said and when it comes to research grants and results, failure is
an issue. However, don’t freak out if you find out something different than initially anticipated.
Remember: This is exactly why you are where you are and is also part of academia.
5 Next Steps
While revising this paper, we are having some of our project partners from the local association for
the first time in Germany. This was an important step that should’ve been taken last year but
unfortunately didn’t work out due some issues during the Visa process. So far, we visited some
Computer Club initiatives in Germany to bring in new ideas and inspirations in terms of projects as
well as the overall framing of what a Computer Club can be or serve as. Furthermore, we are going
into depth in regard to our research, where we come from and what we aim for. In the mid-term,
we will collaboratively develop a more mutual way of collecting data to include our partners in
paper writing processes. In the near future, we hope they will continue appropriating it by
applying new ideas they gained while working with us.
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ABSTRACT1
Social commerce (s-commerce) is a new form of electronic commerce (e-commerce) that uses social
media to deliver commerce transactions [9], and can be defined as the use of social media to
conduct commercial transactions [10]. S-commerce has empowered customers and enhanced the
relationship between companies and their customers. In Saudi Arabia, its use has created business
opportunities for both entrepreneurs and companies. However, few studies have investigated the
use of s-commerce in the Arab world, particularly in Saudi Arabia, and thus our research aims to
examine the current use of s-commerce in Saudi Arabia, via the use of qualitative data collection
methods, including interviews and co-design workshops. In this paper, we present certain essential
research issues which need to be considered for Saudi Arabia and the Arab world to reach their full
potential.
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Figure 1: Examples of female entrepreneurs’ business
cards

INTRODUCTION
The aim of our study is to investigate and explore the use of social media in Saudi Arabia. Social
media applications and Web 2.0 technology tools have recently been emerging. Every year, there is
a massive growth in social media users around the Arab world, with Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and the
United Arab Emirates being among the top countries in terms of the annual growth of social media
users in 2018 [5]. Social media plays a significant role in consumers’ daily life activities by enabling
them to communicate, share, and buy, and indeed people have started to trade products and
services using social media applications (s-commerce) [10]. This has therefore created new
business opportunities for entrepreneurs and companies [8].
Instagram is one example of a social media network being used as an s-commerce platform, and it
is especially popular in Arabic countries such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Egypt [9]. Instagram
helps consumers to express their opinion and share information with others [8]. A few studies have
explored the use of s-commerce in Arabic countries such as Saudi Arabia [1] [2], Kuwait [8], the
United Arab Emirates [14], and Egypt [6]. However, there is a need to conduct deeper studies in
this area, especially considering that social media applications have started to develop and test
new features to enhance user experience in s-commerce. In 2014, Facebook added a new method of
buying products through its “shop now” button, which is a “call-to action button” [7], and
Instagram followed suit in 2016 [9]. Currently, Instagram is building a standalone shopping
application [3]. For these reasons, it is important to understand the current use of s-commerce to
be able to develop features within s-commerce platforms, as well as new s-commerce platforms
which can satisfy the needs of Arab users.
This study focuses on user behaviour in the context of s-commerce in Saudi Arabia. In support of
female entrepreneurs, a yearly exhibition is organised by the Riyadh Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, represented by the Small and Medium Enterprise Development Centre. Within this
exhibition, female entrepreneurs can present their products for free to motivate and encourage
their business ideas. Having attended one of these events during our studies, we found that most
of the entrepreneurs rely on social media platforms as the only way to display and sell their
products. The most common social media applications for these businesses are WhatsApp,
Instagram, and Snapchat. Fig. 1, displays samples of female entrepreneurs’ business cards showing
the most common social media applications. Moreover, these applications are also used by retail
and wholesale businesses. Fig. 2 presents two Instagram accounts, one for a female entrepreneur
and the other for a superstore in Saudi Arabia. Consumers interact with these accounts by liking,
commenting, tagging, and following. They can also access up-to-date information about the new
products, sales and offers.
We conducted interviews and co-design workshops with consumers and potential consumers. The
most interesting theme that appeared in our research is trust. Moreover, the results are also highly
related to social aspects. We plan to analyse the data from the workshop and finalise the design
considerations so that social commerce platforms in Saudi Arabia can be enhanced.

After this, a prototype will be developed for Instagram to determine which social features are
essential when conducting commercial activities, especially those features which enhance trust.
The recommended investigation methods are controlled experiments, usability testing, and
interviews [13]. For this reason, we are going to combine interviews with an existing usability
questionnaire [11]. This will then lead to future research directions being outlined, as the main
contribution of this paper.
FUTURE RESEARCH

Figure 2: Examples of Instagram accounts for both a
female entrepreneur and a superstore in Saudi Arabia

Due to the lack of studies in the context of the Human Computer-Interaction (HCI) community in
the Arab region, it has emerged that there is a need to focus on and develop this research area
with further studies. Academics should shed light on s-commerce by considering it a new research
area which requires more investigation and exploration, especially in Saudi Arabia. In the light of
our study, we will share recommendations for future HCI research and practice:
• Best practices in HCI research need to be identified and followed when conducting research
and designing a user interface (UI) for Saudi users. For example, we faced some difficulties
gathering the required number of participants for several reasons, such as cultural norms. For
this reason, we used snowball sampling, which is recommended for recruiting participants in
Saudi Arabia [12]. However, as some participants mentioned that they would have
participated if our study had included online participation, it is essential to investigate both
current and optimal methods that suit Saudi users.
• It is also recommended that a deeper understanding is gained of how Saudi people use social
media platforms to trade products. By exploring, observing, and analysing their behaviour,
researchers will be able to offer in-depth theoretical and practical implications for the design
or improvement of appropriate s-commerce platforms for Saudi users. A qualitative approach
should be followed to reach deeper insights [4].
• Further research needs to be undertaken to investigate users’ preferences for social features,
according to their requirements, when designing an s-commerce platform. Design principles
within s-commerce platforms must be explored, and those features which enhance trust
identified.
• It would be interesting to carry out experiments to test the implementation of social network
features into e-commerce websites. Moreover, there is a need to examine the effect of social
features on trust.
• We also recommend investigating the motivation and barriers for Saudi users who write and
share their reviews regarding purchased products. Furthermore, it is also essential to study
how and why other consumers on the same platforms trust each other’s reviews.
• Sellers’ and buyers’ behaviour when using social media platforms to conduct a purchase need
to be studied and discussed. As an illustration, a seller presents their product on Instagram,
receives buyers’ questions and queries on WhatsApp, and shares exclusive offers on Snapchat.

CONCLUSIONS
Research in s-commerce is still in the early stages around the world and especially within Arabic
countries. Therefore, deeper studies should be conducted to understand the use of s-commerce,
especially focusing on behaviour and design. Finally, it is recommended that best practices are
explored by conducting exploratory studies in the Arab World.
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ABSTRACT1
The fertile ground for HCI research spans various disciplines such as medicine, health and safety,
business management, law, journalism, and environmental science. The advantage of this
contribution makes these sciences implement important, persuasive, and sociality constructive
technology. Which leads to refine their theories and learn sufficiently about human problem.
Therefore, there is a global interest in HCI and the Arab world is no exception. This is recognized
internationally with conferences, journals, national plans and international cooperation. This position
paper considers the current situation of HCI research in the Arab world and draw a road map for the
future research agenda to build a thriving research community of HCI researchers and practitioners
sharing and collaborating.
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INTRODUCTION
Human computer interaction is a growing field. The way of human interacts with computers has
changed notoriously over the last decades. That offers golden opportunities for computer scientists
and beyond to see their work and application applied in ever widening circles for continuously
growing communities of users [2]. There is a global interest in HCI and the Arab world is no exception.
This is recognized internationally with conferences, journals, national plans and international
cooperation. To understand the current research trends in the region, it is good to realize that the
HCI interest in the Arab world can be categorized into two main crowds; the research interest which
is commonly shown in the scientific research and academic work. While the other one is in the form
of participation in the industry and business fields.
The shortages in HCI labs and research groups in the Arab world lead to have the majority of
significant HCI research done either by postgraduate students who study in their countries or abroad,
or by fellowship who collaborate with international research labs. The rest of HCI researchers such as
the university faculty choose to focus on user experience research due to the affordable required
equipment that the individual can provide. However, there is a growing number of individual
initiatives that aim to raise the awareness of HCI research and link the researchers in this field
together such as SIGCHI chapters in the Arab world. Recently, three of SIGCHI chapters have been
established in Arab countries (Saudi Arabia and Egypt). These chapters are active in organizing
scientific gathering, doctoral consortium, monthly seminars, and workshops.
One of the recent activities that I participated in as speaker and organizer was the first HCI summer
school that has been hosted by King AbdulAziz City for Science and Technology (KACST) SIGCHI
Chapter in Riyadh Saudi Arabia, August 2018. The summer school theme was HCI research
methodologies and methods. The speakers who came from the academic and industry fields
highlighted their main HCI interest and shared their experiences with the attendees who were
undergraduate and postgraduate students. Besides, they discussed the potential opportunities and
challenges of research collaboration in the region. The variety of speakers’ background in the KACST
SIGCHI Summer school raised the issue of the gap between HCI researchers and practitioners. This
big gap is not only in the Arab world but worldwide. It has been considered repeatedly in the articles
and conference keynotes such as in a workshop that was in CHI 2018 called “Bridging HCI”. One of
the fundamental reasons for this gap is the difference in the knowledge and skill set that are required
for each group. In addition to the different target for each group. The practitioners are concerned
with solving problems that only affect their line of work, whereas the researchers are concerned with
publication [1]. This is shown obviously in each discussion the researchers and practitioners meet
together. The difference in goal would discourage every chance of collaboration.

On another hand, Arab community has clearly recognized the beneficial impact of HCI on product
quality and increasing sales, which grabs the attention to the concept of user experience. Thus, HCI is
introduced limitedly as a user experience concept, which is commonly mixed with (customer)
experience, in addition to the user interface for mobile applications and websites design. The lack of
understanding the true meaning of UX concept and the diverse of UX career paths led to have selftraining people identify themselves as UX experts. Those had early recognized the advantages of
product improved interface on the markets.
ROAD MAP FOR FUTURE HCI RESEARCH
To ensure continued growth of HCI interest in Arab world, healthy interaction with related and
supporting communities is necessary. The following is a suggested road map that would enhance the
future of HCI research.
The ideal place to start with is the university since research and education through universities play
key roles. Establishing a partnership between senior HCI researchers and young faculty could build a
cohesive group of like-minded researchers. The partnership might be useful for the junior researchers
to suit themselves at institutions that are beginning programs in HCI. Doctoral consortium, national
and regional conferences, and symposia are all appropriate events to start fruitful collaboration
between senior HCI people and junior faculty in HCI [2]. Moreover, the university environment offers
an adequate infrastructure for research projects that enhance collaboration and contribution
between various disciplines. These collaborating projects cross disciplines will bring HCI people into
partnership with researchers in other fields. This collaboration is important to integrate HCI concepts
and methods into these sciences [2].
Furthermore, the Arab world needs to have HCI research centers to support the collaboration
between HCI Arab researchers. These research centers would be regional, national, and international.
However, a big challenge could be appeared in offering a fund support to establish these research
centers and research grants. Therefore, having virtual research center seems an appropriate
alternative option to build a community of practice (CoP) of HCI scholars and educators, sharing and
collaborating [1]. HCI researchers are desired to share online resources among each other’s and
interact with who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area. The virtual center could provide
an inventive way for HCI researchers to combine working, learning knowledge and skills together. In
addition, it would offer opportunities for resource sharing between projects by pooling particular
kinds of work across projects.
Combining virtual interaction with face-to-face communication can create a successful research
community. This can be done through organizing professional gathering such as national and regional
conferences. Therefore, Arab world is in need for further HCI local communities such as SIGCHI
chapters. Building and promoting a research community is a challenge that requires creative ability
to network and communicate effectively to meet the research community demands.

The relations between SIGCHI chapters are necessary be strengthened to develop their communities.
To engage further effectively, SIGCHI chapters have to joint conferences and presentations at each
other, and contribute writing on their each other newsletters. Besides, the social media tools would
make it easier to interact the new and potential members with the existing ones.
On another hand, the gap between HCI researchers and practitioners could be filled by building a
common ground. This would be by running collaborative research such as usability evaluations by
universities for companies and be fund by the company itself. The benefit of collaboration between
two communities would be gained once the business community be aware of HCI. That would be by
educating the business community through seminars, lectures and conferences by HCI experts. Thus,
a thriving research community will be built far outweigh any individual costs. Because knowledge
creation occurs through socialization, it is essential to organize a short-term event where the HCI
researchers and practitioners collaborate together such as in hackathons. Hackathon is an effective
gathering where participants from multiple disciplines set aside two to five days solving particular
problems and sharing expertise and resources. The Advantage of organizing national and regional
Hackathons includes; wider communications with professionals, which leads to joint working or other
new opportunities. Saudi Arabia has several experiences in hosting Hackathons. Two successful
examples of this kind of gathering are the Hajj Hackathon and the Health Hackathon which was in
cooperation with MIT.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, Arab world now has the right time to develop and implement its unique HCI agenda to
concrete a thriving research community of HCI scholars, educators, and practitioners sharing and
collaborating.
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ABSTRACT1
Frequent exposure to disturbing content on social media such as posts, sharing, accident news, or
even photos of puppies could adversely impact users’ online experience or well-being. Several protection mechanisms exist to provide users with control over content feeding into their personal
spaces; such as sensitive and “show less often” markers. Better understanding of users’ conceptions of disturbing content is a prerequisite to providing users with their desired level of privacy.
As a first step, we designed a protocol combining two requirement elicitation techniques: affinity
diagram and card sorting. In this paper, we report our protocol and reflect on a pilot with two
transnational Saudi women groups. Finally, we suggest possible future research directions to further improve our understanding of Arab users’ needs and practices in the context of personal space
maintenance.

KEYWORDS
social media; privacy; wellbeing; disturbing content; personal space; requirement
elicitation; value-sensitive design.
Definition Disturbing content is defined
in this context as content disruptive to
the social media experience or something
users would prefer not to see in their
feed. This definition emphasises our interest in learning personal needs instead
of societal needs.
Research Question How do transnational Saudi women conceptualise disturbing content on social media?
Methodology Question Does using a
combination of minimally structured affinity diagrams followed by more structured card sorting activities overcome issues of social desirability and unformed
mental models?

Figure 2: Disturbing Content Elicitation
Protocol

INTRODUCTION
Social networks allow sharing of information between people at impressive scale and
speed; doing so helps people be socially connected which in turn provides the potential to improve
their general well-being. However, not all people react to social networks or the content they provide in the same way [1,3]. Content that one person views as positive and empowering, may be
seen by someone else as stress inducing. An example might be phobias or cultural elements that
are seen differently in different parts of the world. Dogs, for example, can be seen as anything
from cherished family members (pets), memes (ICanHas.Cheezburger.com), impure (some Muslims' views), or physically dangerous (urban wild dogs). Unlike illegal or physically violent content,
these types of content are very challenging for social networks to automatically handle because
they are problematic for the individual, rather than for the larger collective network or culture.
In this work, we narrow our focus to people’s boundaries on social media and how violations of
those boundaries ultimately impact well-being. Karr-Wisniewski et al. identified ten different
boundaries people use to regulate their privacy, here we focus on the territory boundary (inwardfacing), defined as “regulating incoming content for personal consumption” [2]. We find the territory boundary particularly interesting to study, because it involves managing the accumulation of
stress inducing events which individually cause minimal impact but when accumulated over time
can materially impact well-being of an individual. However, a lack of connectedness can also be a
cause of stress and lead to missing important information. Therefore, users need strong individuallevel controls that allow them to manage not just who can see content they generate, but also the
content they consume. Measuring the effectiveness of these controls can be challenging because as
a community we currently have a limited understanding of the types of content that different individuals consider disturbing or disruptive. We also lack an understanding of how widely the perceptions of content varies between individuals, cultures, and groups.
One of the challenges for this type of research is elicitation. The type of information we are looking
to learn about is in itself a sensitive topic and any study design elicitating it needs to take into account that sensitivity. It is also on a topic that is susceptible to social normative pressures and the
privacy paradox [5], both of which bias people towards giving answers that are more socially acceptable and not necessarily grounded in their actual behaviour or opinions. The topic is also one
that few people have devoted time to think about, which means that participants are likely to have
underdeveloped mental models. Therefore, to study such a phenomena we need to create a study
methodology that both creates a safe space for sharing sensitive opinions while also providing
support for participants to develop their own understanding over the course of the study. To accomplish both goals we decided to use a combination of an affinity diagram which involves both
individual brainstorming and group sorting, and a card sorting activity, which might help participants broaden their understanding of the problem space.
In this paper, we present our chosen methodology and discuss the results of a pilot with two
groups of Saudi women. In particular, we discuss how our methodology decisions impacted our
ability to collect the types of data we are interested in.

Table 1: Participants' Demographics
P#
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

Age Group
31-35
26-30
26-30
26-30
26-30

Education
Postgraduate
College graduate
Postgraduate
Postgraduate
Postgraduate

METHOD
Our aim is to understand users’ conceptions of disturbing content through the collection of the following information: 1) disturbing content categories from individuals, 2) sources of individual sensitivity and 3) sources of individual or group disagreement and 4) other demographic and contextual information, such as social media usage and their relationship to people in their network. The
major challenge here was getting participants to express their actual opinions free from biases
such as social normative, or the privacy paradox [5]. The study took place at the University of Edinburgh in the United Kingdom (UK), following the School of Informatics ethics procedure1.
Recruitment: Participants were recruited by circulating a recruitment message to local Edinburgh
individuals and groups of Saudi females via WhatsApp. The message included information about
the research purpose, researchers contact information, a link to sign up, and the expected duration
(an hour). Participation was voluntarily with no compensation.
Participants: Five female participants responded to the advertisement and joined the study, they
all specified "Arabic" as their native language (Table 1). Three participants participated in the first
session while the rest participated in the second session.
Study Design: We chose a focus group setting to be able to collect both individuals’ and groups’
conceptions as well as observe non-verbal cues and group dynamics. To add more structure to the
discussion, we combined two techniques: affinity diagram (AD) and card sorting (CS). AD allows
participants to express and sort their own ideas, while CS provides concrete examples that are uniform across groups allowing between group comparisons. As the protocol was designed to allow
replication across different cultures, English was the main language used verbally and on written
instructions. However, participants in the pilot were also encouraged to use code-switching in situations where language barriers interfered with their ability to express their ideas or feelings. Due
to the sensitive nature of the topic, we decided not to audio/video record the sessions so as to allow participants to express their ideas more comfortably.

Figure 3: Affinity diagram produced by
the first focus group.

1

RT number: 2093

Procedure: The session started with a consent form detailing the content of the study and explicitly asking for permission to take pictures of the resulting AD and CS diagrams. Then participants
were asked to fill out a short survey that collected demographic data, information about their social media platform usage and Westin’s Privacy Segmentation Index Questionnaire [4]. The main
session consisted of first building an AD, and then the CS using two different sorting methods. For
the AD, the participants were asked to individually think of and write down three types of social
media content that they found disturbing. Next, participants were asked to collectively group and
label the types of disturbing content they generated to create an AD (Figure 3). For the CS, a set of
cards with mock tweets were given to participants. First, they were asked to classify them into two
sets: disturbing and not disturbing. Once finished, they were asked to sort the cards again, but this
time using the affinity diagram they previously generated. They were gived the option to expand
the AD as needed. Finally, participants were asked to fill out a post survey about who they followed in each social media platform and which social media platforms they encounter disturbing
content and how often.

OUTCOME AND LEARNED LESSONS

Table 2: Final Generated Categories
P#
P1
P2

P3

P4
P5

Categories
Ads, sexual images, videos taking
advantage of children to seek help
Racist posts or comments, text or
image that violates someone’s
privacy, violent images and the
use of the word murder, the use
of children in ads
Silly food pictures, Large volume
of silly non-sense jokes, presenting personal life and details of
their relationships with kids and
family, people presenters their
personal and private life, using
social media for showing off,
change their lifestyle to be seen in
a luxury way
Ads, blood or surgical content,
any-thing related to wars, kids
acting like adults
Pornographic images, sex and nudity, Bullying sexiest, racist...etc,
pictures of war victims, sex, violence, drugs, political propaganda

Count
3
4

6

4
7

Table 3: Social Media Platforms Usage
and Frequency of Disturbing Content
P#
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

Twitter
D:W
NA:NA
NA:NA
M:M
D:D
D : Daily

Facebook
R:NA
NA:NA
R:NA
R:NA
NA:NA
W:Weekly

NA: Not Used/Not Applicable

Instagram
D:D
D:D
W:D
D:W
R:NA
M:Monthly

Snapchat
D:D
D:R
D:D
D:D
D:M
R: Rarely

In this section, we reflect on aspects of the protocol, collected data and procedure. Figure 3 shows
the affinity diagram generated by the first focus group.
Impact of word choice "Disturbing" on emerging categories: From the generated categories
shown in Table 2, we observed a wide range of participant-created categories, such as illegal (e.g.
privacy violation), inappropriate (e.g. discriminatory jokes) and sensitive (e.g. injured bodies) suggesting that “disturbing” as a term was sufficiently inclusive to solicit various sensitivity sources.
English cards triggered cultural-comparison: During the card sorting activity, participants often used the pronouns “we” and “they” to refer to members of their home culture and hosting culture, respectively, possibly caused by the fact that the sample tweets were written in English and
the homogeneity of the participants in terms of language and national origin. One group’s opinions were split over a card with a picture of a dog. While one classified it as not disturbing and
even described it as “cute” another thought it was a disturbing image, saying that “A dog is impure”. This difference of opinion lead to a discussion on if this type of content was likely to be
posted by people in their own cultures, and if the source changed whether it was seen as
disturbing.
Note taking challenges due to no audio recording: Not recording audio created a safe space to
share potentially sensitive opinions, but it also made it challenging for the researchers to comprehensively record participant interactions. A potential solution might be to add elements that support note taking, such as clear numbers on the cards which the note taker could reference quickly.
Prompting questions to add grounding: Although the individual brainstorming activity generated a range of disturbing content categories, some of the ideas were more abstract than grounded
in past events. The protocol needs a set of prompting questions which could be used to further
contextualise what participants mean by these categories. For example, one participant mentioned
ads promoting a site for dating Saudi women as disturbing. However, a follow up discussion revealed that it was a web-based ad not a social media ad.
Rethinking the post-survey component: Table 3 shows participants' responses to the postsurvey, including how often they have used different social media platforms and encountered disturbing content in each of these platforms. While this is useful information for forming a holistic
view of participants' perception of their social media experience, including it in future focus groups
is still an open question considering the time it took and the minimal added value.
Focus group atmosphere: The AD activity created two different atmospheres. The debriefing
part triggered a range of emotions which varied across shared experiences: sympathy, fear, anger,
sadness and helplessness. On the contrary, in the grouping part, participants seemed empowered
and expressed enthusiasm while moving content around.

FUTURE WORK
Understanding how different people conceptualise disturbing content is important for multinational social media organisations like Twitter and Facebook to meet their users' needs, especially
as they struggle to manage inappropriate content on their platforms. This research shows through
a pilot study how this type of research could be conducted in a privacy sensitive way while still
generating meaningful outcomes.
The future work for this project involves looking at a larger sample of multi-national participants
from the Arab world and beyond. With the eventual goal of taking the results and converting them
in a survey format to better ask questions about the prevalence of concern about the various forms
of content identified.
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ABSTRACT1
The one-billion users who spend long hours watching videos on YouTube are a treasure trove in the
eyes of advertisers. YouTube offers a variety of ad formats to these advertisers, but provides little
guidance on how these different formats are perceived by viewers. This study aims to analyse these
formats and investigate how they influence people in terms of brand awareness and engagement.
Using an online questionnaire, 104 YouTube users were asked to rate the attention they have paid
to the ad and their recognition of its content, attitude towards it and intention to click through.
Ratings, in general, were low, and significant variations were found in the impact of different ad
formats. Video ad formats were effective at raising brand awareness and sponsored cards were the
most engaging and click-eliciting format, while overlay ads were the lowest-rated format overall.
These findings could be used by advertisers to guide them in choosing the most advantageous ad
formats, and could also be used by YouTube to enhance its user experience.
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ad format; brand
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INTRODUCTION
According to Bradshaw and Garrahan [2], YouTube is the third-most-visited website worldwide with
more than one-billion users, which equates to one third of all internet users [9]. As such, the top-100
global brands realize the importance of making YouTube a critical component of their marketing
strategies [4]. 88% of companies apportioned at least 5% of their overall advertising budgets to social
media in 2014, and this outlay is expected to more than double by 2018 [7, 8]. However, this
investment is rather under-informed, as very few studies have been conducted with the objective of
providing insightful guidance to YouTube advertisers [4]. This study aims to contribute to the
building of this knowledge by proposing the following research question:
• How do different YouTube ad formats influence YouTube viewers?
The advertising influence of YouTube ads will be studied in terms of brand awareness and
engagement. Both of these categories have two measuring factors: for brand awareness, these are
user attention and content recognition; for engagement, they are user attitude and the click-through
rate. The formats included in this research are five of the main varieties provided to advertisers by
YouTube [11], namely:
• Skippable video ad: a video ad that is inserted before, during or after the main video and allows the
user to skip it after five seconds.
• Non-skippable video ad: similar to the previous format but does not allow the user to skip the ad.
YouTube offers this format with three different duration options: these ads can be up to six, 15-20,
or 30 seconds in length. However, these options will be grouped into a single format for the purposes
of this study, since users do not tend to differentiate strongly between them.
• Display ad: a desktop-only format that appears at the top of the video suggestions list or under the
video player.
• Overlay ad: a desktop-only format that takes the form of a semi-transparent overlay which appears
in the lower-20% portion of the main video.
• Sponsored card: a teaser for a card that is related to the video content, displayed within the video
for a few seconds, along with an icon in the top-right corner, which lasts longer.
LITERATURE REVIEW
User acceptance of YouTube advertising is still not fully understood, as research [4] has concluded.
These researchers asserted that they were the first to conduct a study of YouTube ad factors in
relation to advertising value, brand awareness and purchase intention. They identified the four
dimensions of YouTube advertising as informativeness, entertainment, irritation and customization.
Of concern to their study is the negative correlation between irritation on the one hand and both
brand awareness and purchase intention on the other. In their paper, the researchers review
literature on irritation and state a number of related facts, such as that people tend to ignore TV ads

or do something other than watch the screen while they are showing. People also find online ads
irritating, and tend to avoid them. Furthermore, people find social media ads, such as YouTube ads,
irritating because they interrupt their goals, distract their attention, and invade their privacy. The
authors found that purchase intention is the most important indicator of advertising effectiveness.
They also found that users’ attitudes towards ads are highly determinative of both brand awareness
and purchase intention. Brand awareness is defined as recognizing and remembering the brand, or
even just being exposed to the brand name. Another study [3] is concerned with the positive
correlation between advertising effectiveness and online engagement. First, the authors articulate
that there is no agreed definition of ‘engagement’ among specialists, and that the term is often
confused with ‘involvement’ and ‘experience’. They believe that if users are highly engaged with the
media, they are likely to be more responsive to the advertisement. Engagement can be measured by
dependent variables, like attitude towards the ad and intention to click through.
METHODOLOGY
Participants
The participants in this study were recruited through online convenience sampling using social
media applications (Twitter and WhatsApp). They were 104 participants, both male and female; 68
were between 18 and 29 years old, 33 were between 30 and 39, and the remainder were older. English
is the second language of most of the participants. Also, most were frequent users of YouTube: 66.3%
reported daily use, while 24% stated that they used the service weekly.
Materials
The user research method for this study was an online Google Forms questionnaire, as this
questionnaire could provide an efficient quantitative measure of user experience and was also used
by the two studies reviewed above. The questionnaire was created using Google Forms, and Google
Sheets, Microsoft Excel and SPSS were used to collate and analyse the data. The first set of questions
was designed to collect participants’ demographic information, while the last set was optional and
was for collecting their contact information. Otherwise, the questionnaire comprised mostly
identical sets of questions relating to each ad format in turn. For each ad format, a text description
of that format followed by a screenshot of an example ad (highlighted by bold red borders) from real
video was presented ahead of its questions (inspired by those originally used by Youtube [1]). To
eliminate the central tendency bias [6], all the questions were presented in the form of seven-stage
Likert scales, followed by one open question per ad format labelled “Why? Justify your answers”, in
order to give the participant a chance to elaborate on their choices. The four questions used in each
set were:
1Rate how much attention do you usually pay to the product/service being advertised by
[format name]. (unaware=0, aware=6)
2Rate how recognizable is the product/service being advertised by [format name]. (vague=0,
clear & understood=6)

3[Format name] ads
feel
…
(annoying=0, engaging=6)
4Rate how often do you click on [format name] ads (to follow the ad material). (never=0,
always=6)
For skippable video ads, one more question was added.
5Rate how often do you skip skippable video ads. (never=0, always=6)
The first two questions were intended to investigate the relationship between ad format and brand
awareness. Studies [4, 5] have suggested that brand awareness is primarily induced by exposure to
a brand name through advertising. Thus, the viewer must be aware of the ad itself and its content.
This can be measured by two factors. The first factor is the attention paid by the viewer, in light of
the fact that— with reference to the first-reviewed paper above [4]— people tend to ignore video ads.
The second one is the clarity of the ad content that pertains to the brand. Next, the second two
questions were intended to evaluate engagement, which—as per the second-reviewed paper above
[3]—can be measured in terms of the user’s attitude towards the ad and their intention to click
through. For the set of questions concerning skippable video ads, the extra question on skipping
frequency was added prior to the click-through rate question, in order to obviate the possibility of
the respondent misunderstanding the intended meaning of ‘click’ in the latter question.
Procedures
A trial version of the online questionnaire was sent to five participants to obtain feedback on the
clarity of the questions and images. This version had only three questions, which were almost
identical to the second, third and fourth questions of the final version. Some participants said that
they experienced a variety of awareness issues: sometimes they would pay no attention whatsoever
to the ad, either deliberately or because they would simply fail to notice it, depending on the ad
format, while even in some cases when they did pay direct attention to the ad, they found that they
were unable to decipher its subject matter. Therefore, the first question of the trial version was
divided into the first two questions found in the final version, separately addressing attention paid
and clarity of ad content, respectively. Another issue was that some participants said they were
unsure what was meant by the word ‘click’ in the question concerning click-through rates, especially
in the set on skippable video ads, where the alternative use of clicking to skip ads was liable to cause
confusion. Therefore, a short explanation was added to the click-through question by parenthetically
attaching “to follow the ad material” to the end of the question. Furthermore, an extra question was
added to the set on the skippable video ad format, immediately before the click-through question.
This additional question, shown in the materials section above, concerned frequency of ad skipping.
All trial participants found the other questions clear and reported that the images helped to clarify
the format descriptions. Subsequently, the updated version was released and distributed. The data
then accumulated and analysed.

Table 1: Mean ratings for YouTube ad formats
(on a rating scale of 0 to 6).
Attention Recognition Attitude Clicks Ad mean
Sponsored card 2.41 SD:2.03

2.59 SD:1.91

2.04 SD:1.89 1.72 SD:1.89

2.19

Skippable

1.87SD:1.74

2.79 SD:1.64

1.70 SD:2 2.65 SD:2.55

1.93

Non-skippable

2.09 SD:1.89

2.61 SD:1.77

1.07 SD:1.66 1.57 SD:1.97

1.83

Display

1.83 SD:1.8

2.22 SD:1.88

1.77 SD:1.82 1.38 SD:1.73

1.80

Overlay

1.64 SD:1.72

1.83 SD:1.76

1.33 SD:1.58 1.23 SD:1.79

1.51

Factor mean

1.97

2.41

1.58

1.71

Figure 1: Clicking and skipping data for the
skippable video ad format.

RESULTS
Data were not normally distributed and skewed to right in most cases, so several non-parametric
tests suggested the effectiveness of using the mean. The means of the ratings for the four factors are
displayed in Table 1. The ad formats are arranged from high to low based on their overall mean rating
across all factors. Additionally, the mean ratings are colour-shaded—with red indicating the lowest
per-factor means and green indicating the highest—in order to facilitate visual ordering of the
different formats in relation to the different factors. The results shown in Table 1 demonstrate that
ratings were generally very low: all means were lower than 2.8/6. Furthermore, the lowest-rated
factor was ‘attitude’, which emphasizes that people typically find ads annoying. The top-rated
format was the sponsored-card format: the ratings suggest that it was an attention-capturing and
engaging format. This ad format was the most positively commented-on, as participants value the
fact that it refers to content-related material. They also do not find it obstructive, as it is usually
introduced as part of the video content. Conversely, the lowest-rated ad format was the overlay ad,
which scored lowest across all factors but one. Most participants reported that they did not even
realize it was there in front of them, while others said that it bothered them as it covered part of the
video screen. However, the highest rated as annoying ad format was the non-skippable video ad,
which was most often described as interruptive and time-consuming. Some participants said that
the mere fact that they cannot skip these ads is annoying, whereas skippability was reported to
mitigate the annoyingness of skippable ads. However, these video ads received relatively good
ratings in terms of attention and recognition, as they are hard not to notice. Skippable video ads
scored the highest ratings with regards to both brand recognition and click-through rate. The high
reported click-through rate might be distorted, as confusion with clicking to skip had been reported
by trial participants, and the rating for this format’s additional fifth question, relating to skipping
frequency, was very high: 5.4/6. In other words, approximately 90% of participants reported skipping
video ads that allow it. To explore the nature of this conflict, clicking and skipping data have been
graphed in Figure 1, which shows an overlap between the top rates of both factors. All participants
who reported always clicking such ads also said that they always skip them, which is logically
impossible. In order to further investigate this anomaly, comments on skippable ads left by this
portion of participants were studied. There were 30 participants who said that they always both click
and skip skippable video ads, of whom only 11 left comments. Ten of these were negative, including
words like “annoying”, “interruptive” and “not interested”, which can be interpreted as indicating
that they had confused clicking with skipping. Four of these participants provided their contact
information and, when contacted, confirmed the misunderstanding. If the affected portion of the
data is removed, the mean click-through rate for skippable video ads drops to 1.36—the second
lowest—and sponsored cards become the ad format with the highest mean click-through rate.
However, skippable video ads were reported to be the third-most annoying format. Overlay ads were
the lowest-rated format overall, with the lowest mean scores in terms of attention, brand recognition
and click-through rate.

DISCUSSION
As these results suggest, people generally do not like YouTube ads and find them more annoying
than engaging. Sponsored cards found to be an effective ad format in terms of capturing attention,
engagement and click-through rate, whereas video ads seem to be more successful in terms of
generating brand awareness. However, people find them intensely annoying. Meanwhile, display and
overlay ads cannot be recommended, as people typically do not pay attention to them and rarely
click on them. Display ads, however, are reported to be less annoying than overlay ads and appear
to be the second-most engaging after sponsored cards. The implications of these findings are
instructive for both YouTube advertisers and YouTube itself. The results suggest that certain ad
formats may better serve advertisers specific needs than others. For example, if an advertising agency
primarily wants people to click on their ad and follow the link, the best decision might be to use
sponsored cards on related videos. Alternatively, if the agency’s primary aim is to raise brand
awareness, video ads are likely to be most effective. With regards to the interests of YouTube itself,
it might use these findings to enhance its user experience. One suggestion would be to discontinue
video ads, especially non-skippable ones, and overlay ads, since these are most strongly perceived to
be interruptive and distracting, and some participants explicitly stated that they ruin their
experience. Another solution could be to mitigate users’ annoyance by making such ads more
content-related, shorter, and/or optional. YouTube could also move such ads to the end of videos, so
that users’ goal interruption is minimized. In fact, Google took a step in the suggested direction
when it informed Campaign [10] that 30-second non-skippable video ads are discontinued by 2018,
though 20- and six-second non-skippable video ads are left to endure. Finally, this study was limited
in a number of ways. The first and most significant limitation was the language barrier of Arab
participants, which led to a degree of misunderstanding of some questions, as discussed above.
Therefore, the questionnaire should be written in the first languages of the participants. Also, the
two problematic questions concerning clicking and skipping video ads might be resolved by merging
them into a single question with two poles: always click and always skip. Furthermore, a few
participants complained about the images used to illustrate the ad formats, although they were the
same images used by YouTube [1] as illustrations for advertisers. This could be improved by using
videos or animated images (GIFs for example) of common videos that are familiar to the participants.
Another limitation was the small sample size of participants who were selected in a manner
prioritising convenience as a result of time constraints. As YouTube has a massive number of users,
a larger number and more diverse cross-section of participants must be chosen in order to be
sufficiently representative. Further data analysis could be conducted to study the correlations
between different factors in different formats. For example, the correlation between engagement and
click-through rates could be explored.
CONCLUSION
This research aimed to investigate how the five different YouTube ad formats influence people in
terms of brand awareness and engagement. These two categories were measured using four factors:

subjective attention, content recognition, attitude towards the ad and click-through rate. The
questionnaire results from 104 participants showed that people generally find YouTube ads annoying
and especially non-skippable video ads. The top-rated ad format overall was sponsored cards, while
the lowest-rated format overall was overlay ads. Further research would be beneficial given the
current deficiency of knowledge in the field. Combining questionnaires with other research methods
such as interviews and eye tracking could support and refine the results. Another suggested
approach for further research would be studying additional factors such as customization and
entertainment.
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ABSTRACT
Since the outbreak of the Syrian civil war in 2012 over 13 million people have been displaced, the vast
majority in the Levant. The Syrian war has destroyed social structures—leaving orphans, widows,
early marriage and child labor in its wake; severely disrupting education, social trust, and economies;
and devastating landscapes. It will take 30 years to clear Syria of explosive remnants, and three
generations to rebuild public trust. We draw on our HCI work as embedded researchers with UNHCR
and self-ethnography in the Levant. Our agenda contributions are to: (1) introduce “Humanitarian
Research,” a resilience based, “people first, data second” framework for guiding HCI research by
conflict zones, (2) share our research successes and failures; and (3) outline future HCI research foci
for integration, repatriation, and resilience.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2012 the Syrian war broke out in Da’ara and quickly spread across the country, igniting the most brutal
conflict in modern history. By 2019, over 13 million Syrians were displaced in bordering Jordan, Lebanon
and Turkey, and internally [7]. The war has been complicated by outside interests providing munitions
and soldiers to internal factions, mass spreading of disinformation and refusing refugees, and interfering
with communications and aid relief. Eight years of conflict has decimated the social fabric, systems, and
landscapes. Cities, villages, and families, held millennia strong by extended tribal structure, are lost,
across a diaspora of orphans and widows, with missing family, early marriage and child labor in its wake.
Education, healthcare, sharia law, social trust, local and country economies destroyed—buildings as
fragile as services and relationships. Landscapes, urban, rural, homes, farms, businesses, heritage sites,
infrastructure—devastated by war. Experts estimate it will take 30 years post-conflict to clear Syria of
explosive remnants, and three generations, if not more, to rebuild public trust. The academic
community—HCI, engineering, medicine, human rights law—has assisted UNHCR (UN Refugee Agency)
and other agencies with the Syrian conflict. In truth, research is in its infancy as much is needed across
domains, requiring partnerships and innovative approaches.
Our position paper draws on our work as embedded field researchers with UNHCR in the Levant using
HCI methods to help build capacity per UN sustainable development goals [6]. We discuss the following
contributions toward an HCI research agenda in the Arab World: (1) “Humanitarian Research,” a
resilience framework for HCI research by conflict zones—with the primary principle “people first, data
second,” it focuses on actors’ contexts, sensitivities, and values, while engaging people in scalable, in
situ co-design research; (2) our research successes and failures; and (3) future HCI research for resilience
that draw upon collaborations across sectors, locally and abroad.
HUMANITARIAN RESEARCH
Conducting fieldwork by conflict zones is highly challenging for HCI researchers. While insights from
cognate fields are helpful, they focus less on participatory, community-based methods aimed at sociotechnical innovations. Humanitarian Research is a framework, underscored by resilience, based on
the authors’ five-year ongoing experience as embedded UNHCR field researchers for the Syrian
conflict and self- and auto-ethnography. Humanitarian Research comprises iterative elements, similar
to standard ethnography and research in general; however, Humanitarian Research has refugees as
its focus—people fleeing war atrocities and thus a highly protected population by UNHCR and aid
agencies. The lived experience of refugees is characterized by multiple forms of physical, emotional,
sexual, financial and other trauma. They maybe stateless, without social ties or protection, face much
prejudice, and no future assurances. Thus, “People First, Data Second” guides all aspects of

Humanitarian Research, including who participates in fieldwork, how long sessions last, what they
entail, etc. Fieldwork is organic, based on refugee and stakeholder norms, including host country.
Often, this is at odds with IRB/Human Subjects requirements that require participant signatures,
sample demographic and size limits, and preapproved instruments. The “People First, Data Second”
principle also requires recognizing and assisting people’s urgent, real needs for tangible and
emotional help; sensitivities to facilitating resources and reciprocating in refugee settings, knowing
when to maintain privacies and when to seek help, and the capriciousness of regimes and time.
Tenets of the Humanitarian Research framework, discussed in [2], include: (1) the disruption of social
fabric, (2) closed, low-resource environments, (3) building capacity for all, (4) differing ubiquity of
time, place, and gender, (5) nuances of concepts, (6) iterative long-term, social engagement, (7)
universal design archetypes, (8) youth as ICT wayfarers:, (9) connected learning, and (10) innovating
futures. By using these principles to guide HCI research, socio-technical innovations can have tangible
impacts in the Arab World and create blueprints for innovation in other contexts.
Figure 1: Co-design workshop

RESEARCH SUCCESSES & FAILURES

Figure 2: Co-design workshop

Since 2014, our primary missions with UNHCR have been conducted at Za’atari Camp by the Syrian
border. The world’s largest Syrian refugee camp, Za’atari has a current population of about 80,000
people with 80-100 births per week. Za’atari Camp is a high restraint, low resource environment. Our
projects [1] have ranged from large-scale surveys with youth to understand their use of mobiles and
the Internet [5], to design ethnography studies of youth hacking [8] and youth as ICT wayfarers [4],
to building an unprecedented refugee-run, camp-wide library system [3], and most recently the
Za’atari Camp Life Book (ZCLB)—a 3-year project about resilience through food, art and community.
The hallmark success of these projects center around relationship-building with the Syrian, UNHCR
and NGO community—evident from being accepted into people’s homes and daily lives, being invited
to camp for new missions created through mutual interests, and being in regular contact with people
on social media and messaging tools. The ZCLB is a standout success because it broke several cultural
norms. Initially a cookbook that arose organically from earlier work identifying food as valued
women’s activity, involving co-cooking and co-design workshops, the project went viral across
Za’atari. Soon, co-design workshops involved 140 participants—men and women in 140 degree
Celsius heat under canvas tents, unprecedented at Za’atari where norms maintain separate
gatherings for men and women, and workshops rarely top 40 people, especially in summer (Figs 1-2).
Co-cooking in people’s homes revealed private moments where men helped their wives in their
caravan kitchens—again busting gender norms. Participating in Aqeeqah, the Islamic ritual sacrificing
of a sheep in honor of a child’s birth, continue at Za’atari. An impromptu Za’atari Camp Best Chef
Contest, co-designed with the community radically had men compete side-by-side with women and

placing among the winners. To-date over 1000 people have participated in co- designing the ZCLB: it
contains recipes, Arab medicine, stories, poetry, and art from Syrians of all ages and ability. Together
we are preserving indigenous knowledge, documenting war, life, hope and resilience.
Our failures at Za’atari are primarily due to Internet and platform restrictions, low bandwidth, and
lack of technology for girls/women. Our biggest difficulty is lack of external funding and support for
our research—it is greatly needed.
FUTURE AGENDA FOCI
Beyond completing the ZCLB and camp-wide library system, our agenda includes creating (1) mobile
information services and (2) fab labs, specifically for people with disabilities; (3) designing mobile
privacy for refugees that reflect their nuanced needs and education contexts; (4) understanding the
financial portfolios of refugees and how technology might help, especially for female head-ofhousehold; (5) building girls’ and women’s agency through education; and (6) understanding the role
of social media and messaging tools for integration and repatriation. Broader agenda items for the
HCI community include designing tools for detecting explosive remnants. For success, greater Arab
and Western cross-sector collaboration is needed that engages industry and government.
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ABSTRACT1
Differences between territorial cultures such as national ones can have implications for the design
of interactive systems also much broader aspects of Information Technology education and
training, and even national Information Technology policy. Some cultural variables can be
responded to at the level of user interface design, but others require responses at the level of at
individuals, organisations, governments (local, regional, national) or international bodies such as
aid programmes. The Diamond model was created to support designers and software developers to
understand how cultural and other territorial variables can affect not only design preferences, but
their usage behaviors and their evaluation of their own user experiences.. It also highlights noncultural factors that influence usage in different territories. The Diamond Model is presented as a
hierarchy of segments that contain objective or subjective groups of variables, and these groups in
turn contain territorial variables. The Diamond Model has five main groups of variables: Social
Structure and Interaction; Language and Semiotics; Economic Processes; Political Processes,
and Material Culture.
KEYWORDS
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Introduction
Culture shapes most human behavior. In much Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research,
culture is assumed to impact design preferences. However, some cultural variables may have no
clear link to design preferences. We developed a new ‘Diamond’ model [1], to help designers and
developers to understand users’ culture through identification of cultural variables that impact
usage most.
The Diamond Model [1] also can act as a tool for field studies, providing a structure for identifying
and organizing instances of Jordanian cultural variables. It also later supported compact
communication of these variables and instances via a novel representation, Dramatic Sketches [3].
This paper summarizes results reported in “Designing culturally appropriate responses to
culturally influenced computer usage behaviours” [4]
In field studies [1], Jordanian users reported some common difficulties that face the users such as
the English language, which some find hard to read or write, therefore they prefer an Arabic
version if one is available. However, sometimes there are quality problems with Arabic software,
for both locally developed software and localisations of English language software.
Arabic user’s experience in HCI
[4] builds on our previous research on the impact of territorial culture on computer usage in Jordan
[1,2,3,5], including how this shapes users’ responses to the problems during usage. Territorial
cultures are ones that are geographically coherent due to pervasive political, economic and
sociocultural influences. They co-exist with other cultures in a territory, for examples ones
associated with age, gender, occupation, status or wealth, but can reasonably be expected to shape
how other cultural factors operate across a territory such as a city, nation or wider geographical
region. We use the term ‘territorial factors’ to refer to the combination of cultural and other
differences for a specific geographical area that are influential across a range of users who may
differ considerably in terms of temperament and competence. One such factor was a lack of trust
in the internet to buy or sell products, which limited the development of e-commerce.
For example, through our studies we discovered cultural variables led users in Jordan to have
different experiences of computer usage to those from other cultures such as the USA: selfreported anxiety and frustration differed between users in a US study and ours in Jordanian, as
revealed by repeating a questionnaire and triangulating results with interviews with a range of
stakeholders [2].
In our research we discovered that much of the overt frustration recorded in western studies may
be much less evident elsewhere. We should not assume that what is a usability problem in the USA
will be one in Jordan, not only in severity, but also whether it is seen as a problem at all. Our views
on the value of usability in the West are much based on negative emotional impacts of poor
usability, yet in other cultures, such associations may not hold as much, if at all. It is not just that
the same feature judged differently by the same quality criterion, but that quality criteria
themselves may be radically different.

For example, Jordan users do not get angry with their computers, even if they have experience of
using IT. If they face any problem, they often do not know if the problem comes from the
computer or from them. Therefore, the last things that users may think are that the problem is
from computer itself. Even when this is so, they are rarely angry with their computer [2].
Jordanian computer users respond differently to similar usage problems when compared with UK
users and US. However, in some contexts, Jordanian users’ responses to similar usage problems
were similar to those reported in the mainstream literature on Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI). In addition, Jordanian users experienced problems that are not typically reported in
European and American studies, which are related in the Diamond Model to specific cultural
variables [2].
Usage problems in Jordan may thus be different from or similar to those reported for Europe and
America. Different problems require culturally specific responses, as do similar usage problems
that have culturally different responses. In this paper, we focus on these areas of difference and
propose a range of culturally appropriate sociotechnical design responses.
The examples above related to variables in the Diamond Model [1] Overall, a wide range of
cultural variables were seen to influence behaviours and experiences of Jordanian computer users.
These included:
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  

Degree of familiarity and competence with the English language.
Economic contexts.
Access to, and Experience with, Technology
Individualistic and collectivist behaviors
Family obligations (Nepotism) that result in many employees who are free much of the
time and do not experience pressure at work.
6.   Attitude to Time, evidenced by situations where a user’s computer was faulty, delaying
work with it, but other work did not depend on their computer, but they don't do that but
enjoy their time by sitting and having a rest until someone comes and fixes their
computer.
7.   Power distance and authority, for example, when a computer is faulty in some way
(hardware or software difficulties), employees will not try to fix it because they worry
about their manager’s reaction if they damage it more., as the employee will be
responsible for any damage happening when they solve the problem. In our studies, users
often interpreted usage difficulties as being due to their computer being ‘damaged’, and
not to difficulties of operation.
User Experiences and Some Proposed Responses
Some common problems face both users in Jordan (mostly Arabic users) and users in western
country, but on the other hand, there are difficulties that face users in Jordan that the western
users do not typically encounter. The first group relate to the English and Arabic Languages

•  

•  

Users in Jordan would like to have special emoticons to express their special Jordanian
emotions when they chat with friends or family such as, for common phrases that only
Jordanians say for example when they say “Hi” to each other the users like to have their
own way of say and express their emotion of saying greeting by having special word that
mean “Hi”, or just a symbol that means “Hi”. One example of a Jordanian specific emotion
could be to have a famous Jordanian cartoon character (Abu Majoob) say “Hi” in Arabic
language (and if spoken, with a Jordanian accent).
Users in Jordan need better support from English software, which does not use their first
language. Some company policies force employees to use English software rather than an
Arabic version, creating the need for users to develop their English language competences.
Some users in Jordan suggested the use of Arabic tool tips in the software to help them
translate the word from English to Arabic, as in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Suggested provision of Arabic tool tips shown for Microsoft Word.
Another Proposed Responses are Diagrammatic Help, which could be better than text help
messages, because it could show the solution of a problem step by step by showing pictures or
sketches of how to solve a problem, reducing or even avoiding language problems.
•   Keyboards with both Arabic and English alphabets cause some problems for users because
sometimes they forget to press the ‘change from Arabic to English’ button therefore users
get confused when they realise that the keyboard has not changed from Arabic to English
or vice versa. Keyboard modes should be more salient, either through hardware cues such
as lights (as on some caps lock keys) or screen reminders (as when caps lock is on during
password entry)
Arabic tooltips, more salient language modes (Arabic versus Roman writing systems), higher
quality translations, and enhanced Arabic help text (more explanation, perhaps with diagrammatic
support) place increasingly higher demands on software localisation. Appropriate responses here

rely on the global IT industry improving hardware features and restricting localisation to tool tips
and help, but with the latter going beyond simple translation. Local responses are less likely to be
effective.
More user responses are reported in [1,2,3], and further responses to these in [4].
Further Considerations
Culturally appropriate responses to factors that result in adverse user experiences in computer
usage are often seen as being restricted to user interface design. At the levels of language in all its
manifestations, user interface design can offer valuable effective responses to current difficulties.
However, both hardware and software responses may be needed and even high quality translation
and compatibility with different writing systems may not be enough. For features such as help,
instruction and guidance needs to be culturally appropriate, and not just linguistically complete
and correct. Conversely, it can be better to not completely localise a user interface, to support the
development of English language competence across the world. Adequate responses here require
the involvement of global IT industries. Our studies showed that computer security for everyone is
a high priority here [1].
Responses at the individual, departmental, organisational, governmental (local, regional, national)
or international (aid programmes) are needed to complement the efforts of global IT industries to
deliver good user experiences worldwide. Web site design can be readily addressed at relatively
local scales. Training and education can develop individual competences, supported by
organisations, especially their IT support departments. Growth in users’ competence needs to be
supported, with some becoming local experts who can take some of the load off IT support. At the
same time, the opportunities for inadvertent harm to a computer system need to be reduced at a
local level, as well as through the actions of global IT industries.
The range of insights and responses in [4] goes beyond that common for studies of localisation and
user interface factors. By developing broad and high level perspectives in our field research
through a mixed methods approach across multiple studies [2] we could span a wide scope of
responses from the individual to the international. At the same time, we could collect detailed
instances of cultural variables in action in our field research, as we all as some co-created
responses (i.e., some responses above were proposed by respondents in our studies). This exposes
the complexity of computer user experience and its relation to territorial factors. Reducing digital
divides worldwide requires a range of initiatives at all scales from the individual to the global.
Everyone has a part to play here.
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